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Students hold up protest banner during game.

The Board of Trustees pr idential
search committee released t e names
Or its three finalists Thursda and one
thing is now certain about he next
president o-f Howard Unive sity: _he
will be an alumnus.
The three finalists, in alp abetical
order, are: Carlton P. Alexi , M.D .,
interim president of the u 'versity;
Franklyn G. Je_nif-er , Ph.D.,
chancellor of the Mass' husett s
Board of Regents for Highe Education; and H . Patrick Swyge t, J.D.,
executive vice president at Temple
Univer.sity.

International students
battle tuition ·increase Dinkins .

l "he t1na1ists will meet with various
university constituencies at the end of
this month, said Dr. Marion Mann,
vice president for university research
administration and director of the
selection committee.
A schedule of these meetings with
studen ts, faculty, support staff and
admistrators will be released

Monday.
''We really see this as an opportunity for these different groups to
see these candidates and form some

impressions, and for the. candidates
to see Howard and forrit some im-

pressions about. the university,''
Mann sai"d.
The board will choose its candidate

1·o r the presidency in January, Mann

Alexis' association with President

viewed Oct. 25 and 26, ''and after the
interviews were completed there was
discussion . . . the committee chose
the three finalists.''
The candidates, t"'o of whom
returned Hilltop phone calls Thursday, expressed their elation at being
one of three chosen to lead their alma
mater.
''l feel flattered,'' Alexis said the
day of tb.e decision.
''As I've said before I b,elieve
Howard to be an open comdUinity,
that the president should be accessible and participate in student life ."

dent of health affairs. On Jan. 1,
1988, he began his role as executive
vice president, overseeing the day-today operations , of the university.
After Cheek' s retirement on June 30
this year, Alexis stepped in as
Howard's interim president.
In monthly meetings with student
leaders, Alexis has listened attentively
to student concerns and responded
with candid answers to their questions and concerns. He has said his
philosophy is to listen attentively to
the various publit£Q.f !he university,
see Search , page 16

said.
_
Dr. James E. Cheek began in 1969
The fi l1al six candidates were inter- when Cheek named him vice presi-
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Members of the U.S. Congress'
Joint Appropriation Committee have
apprcived an appropriation of
$182,446,000 in funding for the
universit y for the 1990 fiscal )'ear.
That appropriations bill, "'hich
" 'ill beco me la\v when signed President Bush. includes plans for a Congressional audit of university finances
and the 50 percen1 tuition increase for
internatonal students.
Bush vetoed .the bill last week
because it contained language regarding Medicaid funding for abortions
at the Howard University Hospital,
according to univCrsi1y officials .
· Bush is vehemently opposed to
federal funding for abortior\s.
''President Bush vetoed the first
1990 appropriations bill due to the
c)auses pertaing 10 abortion,'' said
Mike Stev~n s 1 a represe_n tative of the
House of Representa11ves subcommittee on educatio n.
'' Now Congress is trying to correct
ihese abort ion clau ses and deliver the
pill back to Bush. The rest of the
package 1,1, ill remain unt ouched ,"
S1evens said .
The 50 percent surcharge "'as
resisted by the Ho"'ard in1ernational
student communit y. Signature petitions "'ere signed, forum s were held
and letters "'ere written !o various
1

congressme11 to no avail.
Dt1rit1g last week's homecoming
gan1e, stu4ents beneiath 1 the
scoreboard held a banner hat read,
'' lntcrnationa:l students C n not afford the 50 percent tuition lncrease,"
hoping that television cam~ras would
broadcas1 the message " 'hell focusing
on the scorl' of the game.
Dr. ROger Estep, vice-president for
university development, !conceded
that the increase plan is d~stined to
bec:ome law . ' ' The increase will take
place over the course of the next three
years," he said.
Ho"·ever , Dr . Carlton P. Alexis,
Ho\\'ard's interim president, and the
U.S . Secretar)' of Educalion must
meet to decide on an offi·c ial
timetable for the exact implementation of the increase.
I
But international s1udents, who
compose 17 percent of the university's enrollment, are contitiuing their
fight to convince legislatots that the
surcharge will create unduqlhardship.
''The international students are
preparing for a long battle," said
Paula Mit chell, president of the Car·
ribean Studen1 s Association . ' 'We
are setting up a phone bank to call
the innuential congressional people
and urging American student s to
" 'rite to 1heir congressmen and
" 'omen .
The int ernational students art.' con·
tacting their ambas sador s or
see Increase, page 16
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Hillto p Sl aff Reporter

Member s of the Morehouse
Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., were allowed to return to
Flasses after Fulton County Superior
Court Wi Atlanta ruled that they were
not criminally responsible for the
death of prospective pledge, Joel A.
Harris .
The decision to allow the members'
reinstatement was passed down
Wednesday, five days after
Morehouse President Leroy Keith an·
nounced that the 11 members involved in the illegal hazing incident would
be suspended for rhe remainder of the ,
I 989-90 school year, according to the
Arlanla Journal and Constitution.
Repo rt s said that the court's Peci·
sion was partially based on evidence
"' from th~ medical examiner who con:
eluded that 18-year-old Harris, who

had a history of heart problems, did
die as a result of any injuries
caused by the fraternity members.
The examiner diagnosed the cause of
death as cardiac dysrhythmia.
Harris collapsed Oct. 17, during a
three-houf ritual at an Austell, Ga.,
l apartmen complex and died a few
hours later at Parkway Regional
Hospital, according to the medical
examiner.
''Since hazing is only a misdemeanor in Georgia, the students will
receive a maxiumum fine of $500
with no jail sentence, said Patrick
Head, Cobb County Solicitor.
l').O\

Seven of the l l t·raternit !members
who were present at the Aus ell apartment comp lex on the night of Harris' death appealed 10 Jud~e Frank
Eldridge to overrule the sJSpension
decision made by college qrricials.
Students appealed on th1 grounds
that school officials did npt follow
proper disciplinary procedures in
handling the incident.
They maintained that tpey were·
not given enough time to prepare
their defense before being presented
before the judiciary board.
Members of the fraternity declin·ed comment on their reactions to the
judge's decision.
Robert Bolton, spokesman for
Morehouse, said thafthe institution
' ' '
was shocked at the court dec1s1on.
''We Will comply with jthe tem·porary restraining order a?d let the '
students return," BOiton said.

••

David Dinkins
children, David Jr., 34, and Donna Dinkins Hoggard, 31, and the
grandfather of Jamal Hoggard, 2.
Prot'Cstant by faith, he was born
July 10, 1927 in Trenton, N.J.,
and attended elementary schoo ls
in both Harlem and Trenton.
In his address following

•

"). 8)' Dara

Jac~son

_

Hilltop Staff Reporter

In a time when racism is
prevalent in the United States and
many misguided blacks are in
search of a leader, Douglas Wilder
has accepted the challenge by run·
ning for governor of the state of
Virginia .
Wilder's ambitio.ns are to lead
not only black Virginians, but all
of Virginia.
Born Lawrence Douglas Wilder,
Jan. 17, 1931 in Richmond, Va.,

Wilder is the youngest of eight
children. His parents named him
with respect for two prominent
black leaders of the past: Poet
Paul Lawrence Dunbar and black
leader and abolitionist Frederick
Douglass.
Wilder is a product of-the Rich~
mond public school system, which
he attended all the way through
high school .
·
Receiving his formal education
from Virginia Union University,
Wilder graduated in 1951, with a

degree in chemistry, and went on
to receive a Juris Doctorate from
the Howard University School of
Law in 1959.
Wilder: served in the military
from 1952-53 and was awarded the
Bronze Star for Heroism while in
ground combat during the Korean
War .
Wilder' s resume boasts many
professional
and
politi cal
achievements; however, his
greatest challenge to date is to
secure the Virginia governorship.
If he wins, Wilder will become

the first black to hold the office in
the state of Virginia, and first in
the United States since the
Reconstruction period of the ear·

ly 1870s.
According to Lorenzo Morris,
associate professor of political
science at H oward, ''Wilder. will
be the first black elected since
reconstruction .
.
''The first was Pickney (Benton
Stewart Pinchback) who was
recognized as governo ~oJ Louisee Wilder, page 16

Approximately 51 members and
supporters of the Concerned Black
Awareness Council met Thursday for
the second time in Locke Hall to
discuss their Nov. 15 expedition o
Virginia Beach.
The CBAC, comprised of seven
East Coast colleges and universities •.
formed to devise an agenda to res·
pond to incidents that occurred dur·
ing the Labor Day weekend celebra·
tion in Virgina Beach this year.
Represented at the meeting were :
Montgomery College , Georgetowr
University, The National Allianct
Party, The UnivCrsity of the Distric1
of Columbia, The African National
Reparations Organization, Howard
University, and a resident from the
surrounding community.
The meeting consisted of a brief introduction from Howard's William
Simms, who was arrested duririg the
Labor Day unrest, followed by a
question and answer session that Jed
to 1he formation of va rious
committees.
Simms also constructed ''the Peo·
pie's Jury,'' a . fact·finding forum
consisting of witnesses present dur·
ing the Virginia Beach weekend.
Simms sai d ''the meeting was
organized, prepared, and designed to
take us back to Virgina Beach."
According to committee members, .
their goal is to mobilize 1000 students
and participants to support Howard
student Quinton Stovell on Nov . 15.
. Stovell, a junior mechanicil
engineering major from Bermuda,
was allegedly assaulted by police and
' then arrested Virginia Beach Sept .
i.
He was charged with ''remaining
at 1he place of a riot or unlawful
assembly after having been lawfully
warned to disperse.''
Stovell said he is happy about the
support he is receiving from students.
''I don't expect justice, but it's.
something I have to do (appear in
court).
''I'd rather go down there in a
position with strength and support
rather than alone," he said.
Ona Alston, former H USA president, now a H oward graduate student in sociology, also addressed the
council.
·
''The protest in Virginia Beach on
Nov. 15 is not just for Quinton
Stovell, it's for human rights and
justice. Not just for AfricanAmericans either, but for people
around the world,'' Alston said.
Rod Greene, a H oward economics
professor, expressed a desire for
more support from Howard students.
''I'm concerned about mobilizing
people from H oward; we need to
throw a rally to initiate that militant
spirit we need," Greene said.

i!i

•

'The Gia · Menagerie'
Arena Stage ptesents all-black cast in adapta·
tion of Tennessee Williams' play.
See page 11

;

•

I

The CBAC discussed several civil
disobedience tactics . The suggestions
ranged from blocking off Virginia
Beach streets on Nov. 15, to taking
over the courtroom, and simply not
standing for the entrance of the
judge.

.,.-

'

Pageant controversy continues
Several students speak out about
pageant and
•
surrounding issues.
See page 9 •

Hawkins ' murder, Dinkins told
· the public what he would do if he
becomes mayor.
''I know that as mayor, I cannot restore the rule of law over·
night. But the fight against crime
and drugs and urban violence will
see Dinkins, page 16

Wilder seeks milestone
win in .Virginia politics

''Howeyer, we feel that our initial
procedure was fair and just, but new
hearings will take place and the proper actions will be taken."
According to Bolton, ch·e school
has not been in contact with Harris'
mot tier.
But Eileen Stevens, direotor of the
Committee to Halt Useless Colle'e
Killings, an organization based tn
New York, said her organization is
working with Ms. Harris to bring
hazing incidents to the attention of
the federal government.
, Stevens said no plans have been
made aS of yet.

I

Hilltop Staff Reporter •

graduate (B.S .. cum !au e 1950)
and former New Yor Slate
Assembl)•man, Dinkins~ credentials are endless.
In the aftermath of t e Yusef
Hawkins killing in Ben nhurst ,
N. Y ., in August, Oink' s came
forth and expressed his o trage at
the rampant racism urrently
ravaging Ne"' York . '
' ' He (H awkins) did nothing
\vrong. He just ran into§ me people who didn't like o e thing
about him-the color of is skin,"
Dinkins said.
''The murder of Yuse awkins
is this \\'eek's news but i s an old
story: bias, fear and i norance
mixing in the minds of p ople too
angry and apprehensive control
themsel-v es.'' .
Dinkins 1s the

I

By 00ra Stewart

The increasing racial p larity in
the cit}' of Ne"' York b ause of
the escalating incidents f racial
violence has caused ma y Ne\\'
Yorkers to beg for cha ge. For
many, David Dinkins r resent s
that change.
Manhattan borough resident
for the last three years, resident
of the New York City oard of
elections, Howard U iversity

More house frat cleared
·o f criminal miscond ct
By Paula White

could br ng
new era or
NewYok

Va. Beach
trip planned
for Nov. 15

Athlete of the week
Rooters' Peter Isaacs leads the Bison toward
a possible playoff berth. l
See page 15 '
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Security unsatisfied
_with un~on pay· raise

•

-

Hilltop Staff Reporter ,,_

After two years, mcmben of the
Howard Universit}' Socurit}' Division

•

Sutton Plaza
ives youth '.~
allo ween
night treat
2

ly implemented, the pay for Howard
Unlvenity's security jJUsonnd will be
competitive with area universities.
Under the conditions of the contract, startifta salaries for um1med
officers would be incl e ·eel 9ver the
next three-)'<!lr period from $10 760
to $13,250; the salaries of armed ofwould increase from $14,208 to
$17,250, and the salaries of veteran
officers would increase from $17,760
to $21,250.
Althouah officers are pleased that
the raise Tw finally come throu&h,
several of them are dislflllltled, sayina the increase is j~t not enough.
- Socurli,, 3

By Eric Sal..

(

•

•

•

have finally received pay niws. But

some officers arc still unsttisfied with
just how mUch more they'll be

1

The pay raises were pan of a new

contract received by the security divi-

sion on Sept. 10, but icconlins to
Lawrence Dawson, head of the
security divison, the raises have be e·n
delayed for the past three weeks
because of a back.log in paperwork..

Administraton claim that once ful·

"'
".

Hilltop Staff Reporter

It was 7:30 p.m. Halloween

0
.,,

night and all was dark on the
second floor of Sutton Plaza.
Ten children clustered together
as they were led toward Room

~d

,<J

202.

. ;-1

Cobwebs were hung, fur- · 1
niture disarrayed, lights flicker- ·:_,,
ing, and noises were bumping
·r
in the night.
As they entered the room,
the noise of the creatures that
.,
dwellcd inside frightened them,
but they continued cautiously -,, -'
on their journey. And all was ·1 .
calm until the door closed ,:

Asbestos project nears
completion in Carnegie
'

.

behind them.
Service Center or Physical Facilities.
For weeks, flyina particles of
asbestos, a c&rcinoaen. forced the

By Lori Blld<Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

basement with heavy plastic and a
wooden barrier. The plastic has be 111
removed but the barrier still stands
while repain are beiDJ made.
Accordina to C~f ~fety Officer

temion.)

The removal of asbeStos in the
basement of the Camc&ic Build.in&

has been completed and the area will
reopen after it has been repaired and

or

Treat!

w Aabatos, p·• 3

cleaned, according to the Univmity

.:

Approximately 25 Sutton · _,
Plaza residents transformed ..themselves Tuesday night into
witches, devils, monsters, and ·'»
zombies to panicipate in their j ~
annual Halloween Haunted
House.
The idea for a haunted house
was developed b.y an unnamed

photo by Kdtll Lddbetttr

university to seal off the buildina's

(Artie/~ rtprinted with updat~ and ~x

NeighborhOod children · celebrated Hallow•n at HYeral Howardsponsored parties. Above, youngsters delight in games offeNcl by
m~mbers of the National Society of Block Engineen.

r

see Treat, paae_ J
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HUH's Gu//attee urges students to flgh drugs
Hilltop Staff lleponcr

Through service Howard students
can reach and impact d.tua users and

D.C. youth, accordiia to Dr. Alyce
Gullattce, director of ihe Institute of

Drug Abuse and Addiction at
Howard University Hospital.
Gullatce, an associate professor of
psychiatry at the Colleae of
Medicine, insisted that the Howud

community help change lives.

Gullattce spoke about 111be Drua
Crisis: What Can We as Students Do

to End the

Dile'llfl!ll~ ~~ l)jal\t.

the Blackbum CCritCr.

i1l

.
. The progrl"" was SPl!-DSOred by fhe

Howard University Student AssOcia- care.'' Gullatt said. ''If you salvage
tion and Delta Siam• Theta Sorori~ · 10 out of 100, · may be those 10 who
discover a solution to social proty, Inc., Alpha Chapter,1
''I want students to understand blcrns.'' she said.
Another soiution Gullattce sugthat they can alter their personal
behavior and become involved. They gested was tNat Howard students
can impact on those who use drup bring those cljildren to campus to
''let th~ k:n~w that there's not a
throuah service,•• Gullattce said.
Gullaltec suuisted three ways that separation Djetween them and
Howard studen!J' caii influence those Howard students.''
Gullattce alSo stressed volunteer
who are dnq usen or are affected by
them. To her, the key solution is work in hcalttl and care units.
She present~ slides about the efreachina back to the children.
Her first suQestion was to 1et fects of drugs n its users and their
aroups tas<tber and visit thechiltlml offspring. Gui ttec made clear that
or set up tutorial at city facilities such usina even a srhall amount of drugs
u tbe.,Capitol City Inn, Pitu Hotel or usaae of one type of drug can have
or the Howe qf Youth.
''They nced.1to know that people llft GuUattee, a1e J

'

By Rebecca Little
Hilltop Staff Reponer

The.symbol of KM!. which ':'?fP"1be~ C,'8lrn is
the 'first definitively Afrikon fraternity.''

• •

Inc . A»• •iablo &I '"'''ic •p.>l i•>a

I
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honoring:

Vanessa WUliams, Entertainment

I
•

i

-

Dr. Nlara Sudarkasa, Education

'

Makin' it great!•

tHOT, FAST DELIVER~··

I want my FREE Pepperoni & Sausage

topping on my delivered Che~se Lover's"Pizza.

•

PIN•.cez
r . .......

CDlllLpClll

lr.10 <1n1 rtdempliun ...Jue
C. 191'4 Plaaa \t,.1 . lu.

----------Large Pizza For
Price Of Medium
ftu M Pif'liclpillf'9 PIJlt lti19 -IUlllU. PINety r - cou 1111
wlLlfL ll'Qtnng . ~ 11id "~i....Mion .... .,.,
oht lr.'0 1*11 ~ , . ,. . . . . . ..
e 1N11'1::1 H111. m . Good ootylluW91i 11~
Ool co.opgoi

'

univeasity from the Univasity Senate

Get one medium
Cheese Lover's Plus· Pizza
for only $9 .99 pl11S tax
Better yet, get a second
for just $ZJ.oo more.

Dr. Gwynette Lacy, Howard University Co munity
FJder, Entrepreneurship

Blackbum Center.
The bust is a gift to OlCCk and

------------·

YES,

pet p.atfy pet

°''*

lflll<•nl '""'""'1 ............. .

.. \Mi8 p, .... 11..1. 1... .

Staff """""'

univenity Pr<sident James OlCCk
scheduled to be unveiled and
·
during the One-Third of a N ·
African American PCJceptives
fe:renoe, Nov. 8 at the Armour

882-0600
4205 Georgia Ave. NW
526-3300
'· 1544 Rl1ode Island Ave. NE

o"•'·

Lottie Shackleford, Politics

~ose

••••••••••>••

0... OCMpllll I* p1rty I* vilol 111 ~1rtk:ipallnti Pbll tt..I" rt•1urllllll.
"""" llfdwilJll NOi •lid Lil CG111t.L11illOl'I ........, Ollltr
1121) CWLI glll
C. 1937 Pi.!11 111<1. Ire. Good ooly 1h1e>.ojll 11/l(l/M

Marian Wrfaht Adleman, Community Service

•

A life-size bronz.e bust of fo

JI

•

l

-

Cheese Lover's Plus•• is piled high with two
extra-thick layers of Monterey Jack,
Cheddar and Mozzarella cheeses.
Plus, loads of your two favorite
•
toppings.
Cl l91Hi1 l'IK ... tlul , Inc • anJ ~ •••1"'Cll\lc l11n<l1<•l•
••ll i•lr<cd lraJcrn•rlo.• •nd I• a.Jr m ark• uf P1aa1 1lul .

~··

.•

By M-McCall

two toppin~.

'

-

•

P~ your choice of any

STRENGTH, BEAUTY, SPIRITUALIT"···
THE ESSENCE OF HER BEING

.SALUTE TO BL.<\CK WOM · N

~.
·1

HU, Cheek to b
, honored by gif
of bronze bust

.Deep double layers of
three ·cheeses.

THE 9th ANNUAL

;,

,,

THE ·BLACK WOMAN:

PRESENTS ...

:..

t ·~ '. ·'.}

. , _., -,
-·
Sff KMT, ~11e 12

Cheese LoVers Plt1S:

THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ASSE BLY

,,'

About two years ago, a group of 10 students at
Morehouse College in Atlanta came together to form
a new orJanization-a different sort of fraternity.
They decided this new fraternity would be based on
African principles and that its goal would be to
liberate African people.
••
However, members of KMT Fraternity, Inc., ''the
first definitively Afrikan fiate.r nity, '' say they didn't
know so many African-Americans would disagree
with their intentions.
'
•.... ··---.-....- ~Anything new and different has to defend itself

I

.,

....•'

Criticism doesn't sway
new fraternity, KMT

•

By loAll Roclla

•

O>

By Paula White

r...,.

ge~ting.

r

•

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1989

commerorate OlCCk's 1.0 yean of
vice. Assnciate professor of scul
Jerome Meadows is the cotrunis.<io
artist for the project. The sculpture
approximaldy $8,500.
AD fund< for the bust were a<j •
through donations. Althouah DO
nent site for the bust has been
SQlllC scan to think the Undergrad
Library will ~ the chosen site.·
Alvis Adair, prof"'"" of resean:h
statistics in the School of Social W
serves as co-chair of the U ·
Senate and bust subcommittee.
According to Adair, the idea for
project came from an ad hoco : : :
tee of the University Smate RI
to plan m:eptions and gifts for OlCC

see Bust, page ll

Low turnout

disappoints
escort planner
By ka•sandra FJemlng
Hilltop Staff Reporter

-;;

§

rem.&

Student escort coordinators
optimistic despite little turnout at t~
recruitment meetings held earlier

Uf

week.
,,
Robert Lauren, student ~

watch coordinator for ·orcw d'*
mitory, said there has bcn some cf.
pressed interest in the progr&ti
desrite the lack of attendance.

f.
':t

' AlthOqh DO one showed up
the meetina, 19 guys sig• =d lf>
previoualy to be escorts,•• he Said:!
The project coordinaton b1'Jne !Ii:
low turnout on a lack of publicilf .

surroundina the pr?&_'M· C<qdinaton include
Bro

w·

special projects director for HU
RodneyEmery,HUSAconcems
director; and Lt. Coya
Jayson, crime prevention offiag.
"We planned to poot l1ien
t:anlj)lll lJut were unalilC to ae((theiJ .
tee Eicort, psp 3

snevanca

"""'*

'

I
Gullattee

She may have succeeded; most o'f

Treat

the children were scared even before

they reached the end of the hallway,

numerous types and forms of PCP,
heroine, cocaine and marijuana.
''If your nose can't tell you what
kind of drug you're buying, you're
going to gel used. These days you
have to be c9nnoisseur," she said. ·
Gullattee poin1ed out tha1 people
on !he stree1 who are selling substitute
drugs. They sell n1oth ball crystals for
'·~ce," a form of PCP. They sell
starch for .cocaine:
''No matter where you go, drugs

and at least five refused to enter the
- room at all, according to Kim Andercontinued from ~ 2
continued from page 2 son, a resident who helped lead the
·r .
.
children upstairs .
resident assistant more than five years
Mendenhall said that many of the devastating effects .
j
!•o; however, the dorm council has children came from the Community ' One slide displayed a newborh with
tAken over the responsibilities for Children's Ministry located at S one leg and a foot that could &rasp
organizing the activity, accordint to 'Thomas Circle.
like a hand." Its mother was a mariRev . John Mendenhall, Sutton's
After leaving the haunted house, juana user, Gullattee said'.
residence counselor.
the children were given a bag of canAnother .slide showed a man's
' ' 'It has become our way 0 r· dyandtakenaroundthecor~ertoall genital area without any scrPtum.
·assisting kids in learning to keep out female Eton Towers Dorm1tor~ for This man was a PCP abuset who
of the streets,•• Mendenhall said. a party. Volunteers at that donn1tory believed he could cut off all fexual
''It's just not safe for them to go out set up refreshments and conducted a messages he was receiving frqm his
and get cand . , ,
dance contest, a best costume .contest body by removing the veins, ~n his
·-; Mendenhall said that he would like an~ a rap conte~t for the children.
scrotum. He later gou~ed his e~s tryto see other organizations get involvIt was definitely ~. sue;cess, and ing to cut out its veins and finally
ed in such activities because, if not, better. than last year• said ~erena hanged himself.
.I
''it ends up putting a strain on cer- Rosar1~, 9t~ floor r~presentat1ve of
''The great ' equalizer i~ this
tain areas."
Eton. : I think the kids had a lot of phenomenon called drugs," she said.
Gullattee said blacks have erldtired
According to Miguel Gonzalez, fu~.
.
coordinator of the haunted house
Even the kids who pretended not all types of suppression and ~ buse
event, all of the candy was donated !? be scared ha~ fun,'' Rosario sai~; without drugs in their systemi
by area stores, including Giant Food,
Now .they don t-want to .so home.
-~ We were not dying of drugsjin the
People's Drug Store and AJ's .
.Feel1n~s among t~e ch1l,dren were rice and cotton fields. We used the
Last ye~r. the haunted house hor- mixed about how this yea.rs haunted genetic strength which clearly Jllarks
rified approximately 150 childr~n. house compared to previous years.
us las the dominant people In the
This year, organizers were expect1ni
.December Campbell, an 8-year-old
wo~ld," Gullattee said.
~
to exceed that number . However, on- ~~~rd-grader at !~ompson ElemenShe said that blacks use drugs
ly approximately 95 children pary School, v1s1ted th~ i haunte~
because of the lack of knowle ge of
ticipated, said the student volunteers. house last year and she .said that ~his
themselves. They try to Jscape
Despite those figures, everyone in- ye~ was better because it was scarier.
depression.
volved said they had a good time.
Alan Wheeler• a fif~h-gra?,er ~!
She also warns that drug use~s now,
Jessie Fleming, a sophomore H~IY ~edee~er thought it was ok.
have to know something aboµt the
disguised as the Joker laughed in
'ii JUSt liked the waY: they (the nature of pharmacology. So many
character saying she v~lunteered so ~t.u~ents) dressed," he said. ''!twas
drugs exist that people create in their
that she could ''scare little kids to Kin~ of scary, but last year 11 was
bathtubs or lace with poisonqus inscaj1er.''
gredients. Gullatee namedl the
death.''

'

are the best way to control people,"
Gullattee said. ''There's a prophecy
of doom surrounding us· as black
people that students can make a
change."
Renee Pinkston , ii member of
Delta Sigma Theta , said she was
disappointed about the turnout of
about 50 student s.
''I thought the speaker ·\vas exce ll ent. However, there \veren't
enough people to receive all this
positive informati on, ·~ said Pinkston,
a senior broadcas1jou1nalism major.

•

Daniel , Good,vin, president of
HUSA , said that stt1dents present had
an ob ligation to spread the danger of
drug usage and offer service.
''Each of us l1as to play a role in
ending this crisis. It 's not the kind of
car you drive , clothes you wear or
degree you have tH:at's goir.g to matter in. the end," Good'\' in said.
''What is going to matter is that we
join together as a people. If we don't
\\'Ork together as a people, \VC \viii not
111ake it."
•

Building, ~rtin said that, if .poss bile,
asbestos 1s ren1oved during new
repairs done on ca mpus buildi11gs.
The renO\'ation of Cook Hall was
delayed b)' asbestos removal, according to Qui11ton \Verrell, \\'ho is project nlan ager for that dorm's
re11ova1ion.
' Arti11 said, '"Until the late 1970s,
all insulation 111aterials . . . were
based on asbestos.'' He emphasized
that other buildings are ·safe unless
tl1ere are obv.ious punctures and leaking fibers.
\Vhile the~ l1as long been concern
over the cancer-causing properties of
asbestos, the A1nerica11 Cancer Society says the subst~1ce \\'as and is con1mo11ly used in 1he construction of
buildi11gs becau<;e it can \\ i1hs1a nd
heat and chemicals a11d docs not conduc! elcc1ricit)'.
The organization reports that people who manl1fac1t1 re or mine
asbestos are at the greatest danger for
asbes1os- rcl ated illness.
''Perso ns at risk include those exposed to asbestos t~ough job and
fa1nily and ot l1 ers tl1rougl1 environ111en1t~l , cor~1amina.~ip11 :: said_
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Freshman Tonya Bryant said she
i$ willing to take time out of her
studies to volunteCr. but ''unfortunately, I don't recall reading about
it. ' •
Brown said he realizes the escort
service has taken a slow stan, but anticipates more student participation
in the future.
''We plan to send out the escort
proposal to all donn counselors and
po·st fliers aroll.Jld ~pus to better

Escort
•

~

oontinued from page 2
distributed in time for the meetings,,;
Emery said.
''The fliers would have helped to
remind students of the meeting,'' he
added.
.. ....... , _ .......
The service is a security measure
designed so there will be students
avai lable to escort other students to
and from university housing between
6 p.m. and midnight. Escort officals

'

•

·adverlisetlieif'ser"lce. By doing these
things, we anticipate bigger crowds,''

he said.

•

''The question is not wh:ther or
not the escort service will be established, but rather how quickly the service
will be functioning,'' he added.
Lt. Jayson .said the project should

are hoping to get 16--20 students from
eac h dormitory.
Sol\,va Hector, coordinator for.•thc
Tubman Qlladrangle, said she believ·
ed turnout was low because many
students are unaware of the criminal
actiVi ry around Howard University.
''As soon as everyone realizes we
need to stand together, the quicker
we can begin the service," Hector
said.
A few students on campus said the
only reason they didn't come to the
recruitment meetings was because
they didn't know about them.
.Kathy Marshall, a freshman dental hygiene major said, ''I was
unaware of the meeting, but I will be
at .the next one.''

be- fully implemented · by early

December.
''We have to use innovative
methodS·t9 bring this information to
students attention," Jayson said.

Jayson blamed the low turnout
partially on the fact that the meeting
was being held at the same time Spike
Lee's ''Do The Right Thing'' was
shown in Cramton Auditorium.
Jayson said he is determined to see

several other classes which are still be- ''the rest of Carnegie is alright, no
ing held in the building. Restrooms contamination.''
this project get off the ground.
and vending machines are located in
Under Occupational Safety and
''This is a crime prevention
tl¥: restricted area.
Health Administration regull:ttions,
rontinued from page 2
measure that could possibly save a
!Students were not panicked but said Swarup, a barrier of poljythene
life,'' he said.
were a bit unnerved by the sudden ~Im had to be erected to seal tj~f por·
The next recruitm~nt meeting is
Dr. Dharmendra Swarup, of the and menancing appearance of the t1ons of the building where a jbestos
scheduled for Nov. 6 in Carver.Hall.
~ management division of the Univercordoned-off area .'
was being contained.
'
•
sity Service Center of Physical
·I As late as Wednesday, students in
The cleanup was handled .by an inFacilities, the asbestos has' been con- ttie building were sti ll expressing · dependent contractor , Artirl said.
siders are appropriate wages.
! tained and di'd not pose a health s4me concern, but because tbere is no '.'We make sure the outside co.111'pany
''Those campuses are fenced in.
hazard to the inhabitants of the ~pareS't danger and the prqject is 1s i EPA-and OSHA-certified," he
' ,
Not just anyone can walk onto
•
building.
n ar cornplet ion,r Spanish instructor said, adding that work should be
them," Coles said.
However, posted on the wooden
ercedes Tibbits decided not to seek completly finished within tHe next
few weeks.
J
barricade immediately to the right of arother location for her class.
Another officer, Keith Bazemore,
continued from page 2
the entrance to the building was a
But during the lengthy removal
Swarup· said the asbes1os 'tas ap·
said the lack of a competitive salary
hand-written sign which reads: process, the students were a bit more parently damaged by a water leak
does take its toll on members of
1
Officer
Marion
Cole
Jr.
is
one
of
' Asbestos Hazard. Do not enter.
nervous about breathing the air in the sometime in September. It was
security.
the
security
members
dissatisfied
with
Cancer and Lung Hazard. Must wear building, having received no details ~iscov~red during a ·routine qampus
the amount of thC raise .
''Anytime you have a truck drjver
protective Clothing and respirator. about any possible health hazard.
1nspect1on.
''lt feels good to kno that the or a secretary making more than you
Danger. Do not enter."
• , ''Weshouldn'tbehavingclassesin
The university has three saffety ofraise is comi ng through but it's not are [it affects morale], but you still
Dr. Philip An in, director of plan- the building,' ' said Alejandro ficers who inspect Howar(i's 75
enough," Coles said.
haxe a job to do," Bazemore said.
ning and development, saicY'asbestos Bodipo-Memba, who is in the buildings. Swarup said that his s1aff
' 'Even with the raise the starting ·
Mike Aldennan, also of the securiis not harinful unless it haS ,been Spanish class which meets on these- is able to visit each building approxsalary doesn't meet the standards of ty division said, ''Officers on other
damaged, thereby becoming air- cond floor three times weekly.
imately eveLy two months. The inother universities. I'm not satisfied," campuses so through less and get
borne. ''You can live in a room [with
Flair Lindsey, a first·year Spanish spectors report their findings :ind act
he added.
more money. The majority of crime
it) if it's not leaking," he said.
major said, ''It's nice that people as a consultant in planni g any
Cole cited examples of other comes from the neighborhood rather
The Carnegie Building ' houses have found out after going repairs.
universities , such as Oalludet and than students on campus. But if it
chapel offices, the Center for downstairs to the bathroom. r'
Because most buildings n the
Geo rgetown, where members of the haQ!l!<OS QJI. HOW!l(d ~rooertx we •
Academic Reinforcement's ROTC•.. .,, AJ;tin . .said contaminated books main campus were constru ted at
Cancer-Sociery-lh'f8kmllron'A'l\;;stanY Rl'!flt J1lli*i •lllll lllilJle'QM'l-"c?~b61 11!•~~11· dtti w\IW'fi''' • "'" ' .'' ~ .
'
1
'~
enhanced traiiling program anq .were r~moyed from the build~ng and labout the same tim~
· "J11c>V-1n ~ij0).f.'>r11 lO
' .,~Jft5_) , .,1 .. ,.,,u 1 '11
as the C,rnegie Dorotl1v Dicli. ens. ,
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Supreme

Wing
Free Delivery

•

'

,.

234-3737
•

---•
. ----------·-I ,.
SNclr. Att<IIClr. (8pcs.)
s 2 . 99
large (45f>C5,-)
$11 . 80
I ,
DRIVERS
SnWI (ISpcs.)
$4 .30
X·large <60pcs.J
514 . 95
I
Medium (30pcs.l
s 8 . 75
WANTED
I BUFFALO STYLE: A blend of spices thal uphold the tradition from Buffalo.

I

'

1357 U St, N.W.

OllCKEN WINGS

I

You buy ahd we supply the blet.1 cheese.
MrLD: For those who are not too wild:.. try the mild.
MEDIUM: Titese wings ue ou r Pf'('mium; 50, if not the mild, 1ry the medium.
HOT: Show us wt-..t you got ... try the hot.
K. O.'S: Don't even try it. They're too hot for ya..
CAJUN: New Orlea.ns to the bone!
~
SPICEY: These ue mildy spiced with a.·ga.rlfc twist.
BAR· B-QUE: You Ir.now wha.t these are. Give them a. try.
HICKORY SMOKED QUE: Yes! Summer •nytime.
HICKERRY SMOKE: Co country
TERIYAXI: Tht traditioP of Japan livH on.
TOO-QUE: Ha~t a Japan~ ·S ummtr anytimt.
HONEY Ml.JST ARD: For lhose who prefer sweet, yet sour.
LEMON &. PEPPER: A delica.te blend of spices with a.t touch of lefl'()n.
PARMESAN le GARLIC: Piu.a. nevn ta.sted this good.

I
-

'

SUPREME~·

:

I

Onion Rlnp

Sl . 1'5
s 1 . 75

Fried Olr.ra

:

I

I

I
I
I
,f
L - - ·- - - - - - - - _.;.. _.,. ___ .

f

I

ii

Slrawbtrry
Vanllla
Choc:olaft

12 -llO
S2

ICE CREAM
Toffy

Dltl Cokt , Sprllt, Sunklst,

A.W~ ~ootbnr,

,h

II

Grapt

.65

I

DELIVERY HOURS
M••n · 'l'hur
•·r1 · Sat
!<oun.

11 :00 A.1'>1 . · 12 :00 P .r.1 .
11 :00 A.M. ·• l :OO A.M.
I l :OO P . ~t.: I l :OO A.ft'.

I

Wi 11g

I

I
I

SS. 00 M.,,im .... Drllvery
No ...... ....
Cl. dnwn any no rnort 11\m 120.

I

HKINC OF ti-tE GOURMET WING~

234-37~7

order of wings

Shampoo
Blow Dry _$JQOO
Cut

•

_______________J__
Not Valid wHh any olh•r offer

I
I

Just for Two ·

I

Medium
2 orders of Fries,
and 2 Sodas

<30 Pc•->.

I

•

s2000

,

Relaxer
Cut - -

pfu• lll•

2839 Georg ia Ave. NW, Wash. DC

,

-

.

\

•

•

•

t________.,,,__
$11.99

•

...

10°/o OFF Regular Price Wed.-Sat."

~ S1111rrrr1e

with purchase of any ex-large

I

WING SUPREME

Non
Student

•

-

Free
Snack Attack 1

I
I,
I

I

Shampoo
Blow Dry
Curl

234 3737

I
I
I
I
I

Chu~k

SODAS
t;ulil.1,

1

Dutt1r Ptc:.W:n

(52.70)

STUDENT
•
DISCOUNT DAYS

2.00 OFF

p ·--------------~ --

$2 . lo

Bre.aded Mushrooms

SwiM Cbocolatt C111dy Almo11.d
Prall1111111d Cr tam
V1nllla E111Jlllih

Monday & Tuesday

: Any large or ex-large
: .,.!"~~_2!.~lngs

I

n

•

I

I

•

l

0

r

234--3737

I
I

&uded Zuc:chini

JE

Q_1\
-

Snack Attack, French Fries,
and Soda
1~
$5.00 Tax Inc.
Offer good
•11A.M. -2 : P.M.Mon-Fri

I

Moturella Stkkl

FRUSEN GL'.\o

·• •

: Lunch Special

. I

SIDE ORDEJlS

s 1. 2S

~ S11prc11rc

I

Services:
Curls, Manicure, Pedicure, Perms, Coloring

234--3737

I
I
I

•

F~nch Fries

•

·- - - - - - - - _____ ,.;.._L.__ ,

) For lhbse parbes •nd get togethers
125 lbs. or morel
•Minimum 1 hour adv;mce notice

'

Wi11g

on

•

•

234--3737

I

--· -

'

•

.

'"

'

809 Florida Ave., NW, Wash., DC
•

'

•

•

•

•

HAIR BilAidilliG by VERNA '

'

•

•
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•

•

'

.

•

co dially invites .
•

•
ors
•

•

. I
'

•

to attend an
-

•
•

I
•

•

•

'

•

·.

on

•

'

•

•

School of Business Auditori111n
•

ndFloor

'

6:30 ·P.M. - 8:30 P.M .

•

'

•

to .discuss the
•
•

''

•

•

e t

•

•
'. I

.

•

I

••

'

,

Rec ption to follow in

.

•

~

•

•

"

1111ge, 5th Floor

•

•

.

dance is open to all majors
•

•

i

-

-

~
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.

'

.
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Local ·

I

Home near Slow Hall
serv s· needs of youths in transition
.
1

.

management major; Mi e ClarHilltop Staff Reporter
ington, a senior from Fl ida; and
Eric Brumfield, a senior co ' Puter in\V hile H oward students in Slowe formation systems maj or.
Hall gather to study or plan the next
''We try to reinforce th t they are
party venture, right across the stree1 special and should be a preciated
troub led youths look for friends.
more than they have bee ," Doors
Billy Doors, a senior consumer said.
'
studies major at Howard, helps the
At times the job is frustrating. One
young people find the comraderie minute Doors thin ks th~t he has
they desire and the direction they _ broken through to the bo)1S a nd has
need.
helped them understand the imporHe is an assis1ant at the Catho lic tance of preparing well1 for their
Charitie~ H ome for Boys.
,.
future. But the nex:l mif"lut , he says,
Doors said that the boys' home, they act as if they don't k ow him.
located at 1922 3rd St. NW, is d(.ign· •
However, he said he eels that
eel for troubled youths who have been because he is one of th younger
taken from their families by the workers at the home, the ys relate
courts as a result·of neglect or abuse. to him better.
.
He acts as a big brother and tries to
''Many times during the ay l feel
help them with their problems.
like giving up," he said . 'But then
Other Howard students working as I remember how others hav givCn up
counselors at the home include Der- and that's why the boys a e here in
rick Posey, a graduate student with the firStJl?lace. ''
·
.
a concentration in school psychology;
The b•s. mostly teenag s, stay at
Horace Goggins, a psychology ma- the home until a social wo ker feels
jor; LaTonya Grant, a sen tor that their home life is ""'o e secure.

ing there for the past 10 months. Acco rding to Stewart , he has been
shuffled from one fo ster home lo
another every two years. The boys'
ho me was a last resort.

By Miiko Anderson

Abortion rights activi
8}· Diana Carter
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Despite the recent Supreme Court
ruling.which gave states more power
10 determine the legality of abortion
rights, pro-choice activis1s have not
given up.
Mobilization for \Vernen's Lives,
a coalition for pro-choice organizations, is plaqning a mass rally across
the United States on Nov. 12 to shov.·
support for women's right to chose
abortion.
According to organiiers, the
march tb the Distric1's Lincoln
Memorial will be much like the April
march v.'hich yielded more lhan
600,000 'pro-choice follov.·ers.
''It's not just a rally in D.C.," said
Chung Seto, press secretary for the
rail}'. ''It is a national mobilization
to lei people knov.· the government
can't get away with \Vhat they are doing. We are telling the government,
1
·~f you want a fight, you've got it.' '
, Seto said the Nov. 12 date was
chosen because it is close to 1he Nov.
7 elections and because abortion is
expected to be a heated issue in 1he
gubernatorial races.
The events, which v.•i\I vary fro'in
state to state, include a voter registration-drive to increase the membership
of pro-choice forces .

'

ts

''We are trying to regis er vo1ers
that will say to candidates t at if you
are not pro-choice then h-ere are
voters \Vho will vote aga\ st you,"
she said.
For pro-choice forces th Webster
vs. Reproductive Health Services
decision by the Supreme ourt has
awakened many people t 1akc a
stance on abortion.

the

"We are te//i
'
government,
want a fight,
got it. ' ''

you

u 've

~ -C hul)g
'

Seto

Some facu\{y mer1bers re urging
H oward Universit)l stude IS 10 par ticipate in the mobil~zati n.
E. Ethelbert Miller , d rector of
Howard' s African Americ n Studies
Resource Cente'r, request d, posted
and disseminated posters, amphlcts
and brochures advertisin the e''ent
and solici1ing participati
''I1's impor1ant for t~achers to
make a con.nection betM'{l} '!hat's
going on in class and what s·gi,,-nf o.,,_

,,...

The CothOlic Charities

boI'

The boys also have the
staying past their 18th bi
they decide to attend college
are gainfully empidyed and
some time to get on ·their
Guy Troupe, the direct
home and a Howard grad

~

photo by Stance Neal

home fills int.rim need for residents.

tion of
~day if
·r if they
ust need
et.
of the
ate stu-

dent with a concentration in guidance
and counseling, said , ''The ultimate
goal ot' the home is to prepare each
child so that he can live independent·
ly in the real world.''
Sualten ~Stewart is a 16-year-old
residcntofthehomeandhasbeenliv-

He said the home was not what he 1
had expected . Stewart wanted to live
in a family sett ing instead of what he
desc ribes as- a ' 'jail .''
· '' I feel intimidated because I'm not
able to negotiate or question the
rules," he said .
Troupe said that certain rules are
negotiable while o thers are written
ac~ording to guidelines by which the
program must follow.
He admits that.t he home does not
exist in a ·ramily setting, but says that
officials are trying to change the
atmosphere.
'' It is hard to be a real family with
the different (work) shifts we have to
take," he ;sa1d. ''No o ne person is
here all the time."
According to 16-year-o ld resident
Chris James, the ideal family would

1
gear rip f r mobilization

be one in which ''the parents understand when I make a mistake, and instead of yelling we could sit down and

talk out our ! problems
misunderstandings.;'

and

James said that rhe looks up to

I

Minister Louis Farrakhan, leader of
the Nation of Islam, as his role
model.
t
'!hough the home is serving aR interim need for boys in transition, the
director belives that the status of the
home is in limbo b~3:1,IS~ t)'lc sponsors, Catholic Christians Charity, a

natio.nal organization which provides
funding for the home, has not given
it the attention it deserves .

. Tropue says h~ thinks the neglect
1s a result of racism.
4
' 0riginally the boys' home was
owned and operated by a white
priest," Tropue said. ''Once he left,
~he Catholic Christians Charity Jost
interest.''
Caillolic Christians Charity coulC!
not be reached for comment .

Local Digest

staunch position to one in the mid·
in the real world," he sai
•
dJe of the road. His change of posiMiller said that young ack people need a reawakening of their tion is a very stupid move," she said.
Seto said that the Supre me Court
political consciousness in m ny areas,
should be thanked for waking a
11ot just abortion.
,
''It has a lot 16 do wit the Kind sleeping giant.
''Those people who never thought
of .counseling the student get," he
said. ''We need to be training about it before are now taking a posiand
suppo rting
it.''
Office environmental enstudents for leadership posi ions, and t ion
For
some
organizations,
this
is
the
thusiasts and those reluctant to
that entails making them a fe of the
first
time
that
they
have
tackled
the
change are coming at odds with
issues.''
-,
issue
of
abortion
in
light
of
the
dif·
.
one another as D.C. buSinesses
Since the Webster deci ion, said
ferences
in
the
make-up
of
their
Prepare.to comply with mandatoi-Y
Seto, people 1have realize that we
membership.
·
recycling laws in December.
could Jose a fundamental ri ht. ''This
A fev.· con1panies and governrally gives those persons w o did not
''The
Southern
Chris1ian
Leaderment agencies already practice
come to Washington in April a
ship Conference and the NAACP
recycling on a smal l scale. Others·
chance to do something in their have star1ed to pay more attention to
have begun making their
hometowns.''
this issue because this is another form
employees more environmentally
Pro-choice organizati ns have
of civil rights and women should have
conscious before the District proplaced the issue of abor1io as a top
tlie
right
to
chose
for
their
O\\'n
gram, with its $400 fines for corp_riority in political camp igns. For
bodies,"
Seto
said.
porate offenders takes effect.
some of these organization , the goal
'' It' s a behavior kind of thing,
is to ge1 the candidates
change
Other
mobilization
activities
inand the peer pressure will catch
their positions. clude
a
pro-chqice
rally
in
i:-ex:as,
a
on," said George Jenkins, the ·
'' It 'vas no·t an issue th t was on
tent
revival
in
New
.Orleans,
a
sunr
ise
a top burner bef-ore ·and n wit is,"
Di~t:!ct's recycling coordi nat or.
service
in
Maine
and
a
sunset
service
Seto said. '' Men and wo n across
the count ry are now payin attention in San Francisco.
to \\•hat their home1own I is latures
are doing.
In Chicago, a mother-to-daughter
•' \Ve are making an effo t to shov.· event will be held in wh~ch mo1hers
The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson
assailed President Bush Sunday
the ' 'Olers the ipro-life c nd,idates' and grandmothers will taJk to
for his veto last week of the D.C.
posi1ion. In Virginia, Mar· hall Col· younger women to tell them 1he hor~1an liM tib.it~QQsitjp·
Qll J.b.e ,. rors th~L,.w~ll]e..q suffered ~~ior to the 1 •'ll'P.'2!'~ati~J\! qill and urged
matter of abortio11 fro
a very legafi:zat1otii5f a~~lion.
IA-

Area News
Brief
District residents to resist the adBusinesses prepare ministrations
tyranny .
Appearing at a news conference
for recycling
at Shiloh Baptist Church on Ninth

Jackson: Bush veto
is tyrannical

Street N. W ., where he also
preached last week, Jackson said
Bush's veto violates th'e right of city residents to self-determination
and will cost the District badly
needed funds to combat illegal
drugs and drug-related violence.
''His vetoing the budget is a
declaration of a truce in the war
o n drugs,'' Jackson said. ''What
would Mr . ,[William J .) Bennett
say about a truce in the war o n
drugs in Washington ?''

-

.
Bush and Bennett, the national
drug policy director, have vowed
to make the District a model in the
nation's fight against illegal drugs.
Bush vetoed the budget measure
last Friday because it would per·
mit the spendi'ng o f local tax
revenue for abortions for poor
women.
Jackson contended that the veto
demonstrated Bush's ''two-tiered
syst em of justice-one for the
better-off and one fo r the poor ."
0

•

1

•

New
Operr.' ..

-

'

t

•
•
•

'

Macintosh' compL1ters n.a\'e always been easy to .But the)r've
ne,·er been this easy to 0 \\'11 . . rese11ting The Macintosh Sale.
·
Through January 31, )'0 1cari sa\1e ht1ndreds of d llars on a varlet)'
of Apple' Macilltosh compt1ters and peripherals.
So now tl1ere's no reason to settle f0 1°ai1 ordin PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind tip \\rith 1nuch more of a computer.
Without spending a lot inore n1oney. ·
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2401 4th Street
636-6656
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Forum on racial politic
political scienJiSt professor at
Howard.
,
The forun1 \Vas condl1c1ed to raise
ethical questions in current ·eve'nts. A
balanced panel 'vas selected not to
provoke conflicl, but IQ raise
legiti111ate questions and answers
about racial politics, forum coordinator and producer Teixeira Nash
said.
Moderator Timothy Jenkins, who
received a bachelor of arts degree in
philosophy fro111 Howard in 1960,
said racial politit:s can be good and
bad dteending on i1 s use.
''Racial poli1ics can be benign and
111align, depcndi9g on ho\\' it is Used.
Affir111ative · ac1io11 is benign.
Racialisn1 is ncl1tral bl1t, it is the purposes for which it is used that make

By T<'ranee Huston

'

'1<

Hilltop Staff Re1Jorter

The quest ion of \\'hether racial
politics are ethical!}' or morally right
was addressed by a panel forn1ed by
men1bers of the Andre''' Rankin
Memorial Chapel in the Arn1our J.
Blackburn Center last Thursda\'.
The forum e11ded \vith a senSe ot·'
indifference rather than a clear-cut
answer to the question at hand .
The debate was supported by man)'
knowledgeable people on the subject
.of racial politics. Laverne Gill,
· editor-i11-chief of the Metro Chronicle and James E. Nathanson. district
cooncilman (\Vard 3), were !YiO panel
off-campus a11endees.
Panel members associated "'itl1

it be11ig11 or mal ~g n," Je11kins saiq.

Howard University \\/ere Daniel
Councilman Nathanso11, \Vho in
Goodwin, HUSA presiden1; Timoth}' addit ion to owning a bachelor of ~r~ .
Jenkins, former Howard Board ·OI degree in government fron1 Harvard
Trustees- member; Ron \Valters, a University (class of' 54) has ta light in

.

''Blacks m ~t fight in
the sa e
way
everybod else has to
get their iece of the
pie. Don' let racial
politics b twisted by
the medi seeming
somethin evil or
bad. Rae ·at politics
inust exi t for the
good oft e people in
the grou "
ames Natha nson

0.C. area schools over 25 years, said media. Jenkins expressed a similar
racial politics comes as a necessity \ient iment.
'
and has to occur.
; ''We don't have politics of
''Blacks must fight io the same way substance, but one of imagery and
everybody else has in order to get 30-second bytes,'.' Jenkins said.
their piece of the pie. Don't let racial
Laverne Gill, a former Howard
politics be twisted by the media, a nd University of California at
seeming something evil or bad. Racial Berkeley instructor said to question
politics must exist for the good of the what role color plays -in elected ofpeople in the group," Nathanson ficials and racism.
said.
''We need not overplay the role of
Courtland Milloy, a graduate of race. If a black governor was the
Southern Illinois University and a governor of Virginia, Would there
Washington Post writer since 1975 have been a Virginia Beach?'' Gill
said, ''People can moan all they want said.
about ho}V thi s [racial politics) is
'' If we answer the 'questjon yes,
\vrong. Rcicial politics is a two-edged then race is important. If we answer
S\vord and black s are better at using no, then it meai:is nothing," she said.
Milloy also addressed the issue of
it tham most. "
morality in politics.
H'uSA president Daniel Goodwin
co mmented, ''We as black people are
''With political morality the bot1101 going to tolerate racism in politics, tom line is if you can get away with
or in our O\v11 back yard,''.
it, then its all right. It may not be
e1hically or morally r:ight but, this is
Good\vin said that to deal \Vith
racism, blacks mu st ,·deal \llith the the reality," Milloy said.

. . . . . . . . . . . ..,................."'""""'"".................m..
•

''Life in America is racial. I've had
to deal with racial politics since "the
day I was born and will probably
have to deal with it until the day I
die,'' he said .
There are others who feel that
politics should not be racial, that it
should stand for certain issues such
as drug abuse, welfare, discrimnation
· and education.
Nevertheless, all of these categories
in one way or another end up dealing with race·. In some cases, racial
politics can mean tl1e difference of
winning or losing in an electoral race.
Ron Walters, advisor to the Rev .
Jesse L. Jackson during the '88
presidential campaign, brpught his
own perspective to the forum.
1

' David Dinkins didn't have a
chance. What I could not foretell' was
Benso nhurst . . . Political leaders
went looking fo r a · hero, ' 'Walters
,_said.

.'

.'
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WHAT IF YOU DON'T GEI
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOICE?
Sure there are Olherschools But I.Vii''

'

SC1t\e"> l\aµlan helps students raise !heir
scores .?Ind their c hances of be mg adrru1·
ted into their f1r.>t ·Choi Cl" schools Fact ts_
no one has helped students score hlgr\cr'

OTHER COURSES M( AT. DAT, NOEX
NT[, CPA, BAR REv1tw. & OTHEl-:S

"

·~

CALL TODAY

-,

C' me to Destina iion MBA..
Se
for Black and Hispallic
coll e students and graduates.
Talk t<> , uccessful MBA graduates. Learn about

. linancia aid. LlJ<Jk intlJ :idn1ission rcquirc111cnts .

•

All at th Dcstinati<Jn MBA sen1inar.
'l'ht• l>l."!>liil· tio111\.18,\ St·n1i11ar "ill ht- ht•ld :
_1 Ntt\t•111bt•r

W.\5H. DC
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~ 44 -1 4 5()

'
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~.t: pital

Hilton
16th & K SL\\., N\\'
\\'a.... hin~to11, rx.:

a.111. to 110011
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the White House to the Supre111e Court. the tl1re< t
to abo11io11 riilzhts has never been greater .
Once again . the U.S. Supre111e Coui1 is
hearing c*ses tl1at endanger ab(Jrti(Jn rights '
even 111ore than the Wel1s1er decision did.
.
Now George Bush a11d Attorney General
Dick Thornburgh arc pushing the
Supre111e Cou11 , led by Chief
Justice Willia111 Re!111quist, to
overturn Roe, 1•. Wc1tlt'
altogether - with Jesse Hcl111s
cheering the111 on.
'
If that happe11s. sale
and legal abortions will
be a thing of the pas! and abo11ion will be
government"s decision.
not a wo111an 's.
Think they are11 "t
, serious? Think again.

-

t.

-

•

way

ott1.n g to
ortion •••
em!

{

'

""'"'"•' ....,,,,,
l"ISHMBA

"

Just days ago. Bush killed legislation restoring Medicaid
fundi ng of abortions for poor women who became ;
pregnant through rape or incest.

If President Bush has
his way, we'll wind
up back where
· we were before

'

Roev. Wade:
Abortion legal
in a few states, a
crime in every other.
Dan 't count on the
politicians, the courts,
or anyone to stand up
for your rights.
Stand up for yourself:

•,.

l 'oo can htlp •in lhf fllf!t lo prolttl tbor1ion rights
b' joini111 1;1r ronlributing 11;1 SO\.\'.

'
Last Name

'

•

For information or
transportation to
Washington, call:

Address
S1att

C it)'

Zip

•

•

(Area Code) Phone

202/331-0066
Jennifer Radin

\ 'ts, I •Int to join

N™'· Htrt's m)· rontriblltioa f« nwmbmhip durs:

°'"''---

D s100 D ISO D 135 D S25
0 I'm 1lrtady 1 NO\\' lllfmbfr pltw 11St my contribution to prol«t
abortiol richts.

Mail to: NOW 1000 16th. Stred, N.W., Suitt: 700,
Wasbln&toa, O.C. 2003'"-5705
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HU professor sees s·i milar
roblems in education of
.....,aribbeans,, Americ"ns
the effect is similar tq the brief
Hilltop Staff Reporter
lessons African-Americans receive in
pre-university courses.
Howard\ University students Wear
Another similarity Baptiste notices
l·shirts proclaiming ''man know between Afritan-Americans and
Uyself." It is that knowledge that Dr. Caribbeans is the amount of televiFtzroy Andre Baptiste seeks to sion each group watches.
in part.
''We get the same programs you
Baptiste, a Fullbright scholar, an do," Baptiste said. The same images
a1thor and teacher is a visiting pro- affect Trinidagonians in the same
fessor at Howard this semester.
way they affect Americans .
His class, black diaspcra, is an
However, referring to the
A.:rican-American studies require- American and Caribbean, Baptiste
m1nt for all Howard students.
Said, ''There's a lot of consciousness
'The course puts Africa and in the community."
Aticans in the study of history and
He cited the 1988 celebration of the
sociology,'' said the history professor 150t.h anniversary of the end of legal
fran the University of the West ln- slavery in the English speaking Caribdi«S (UWI) St. Augustine campus in bean as,an ex~ple of the raised conTrhidad.
sciousness ofl the Caribbean.
The course is vital bfcause ''when
The Trinidad and Tobago governyol are sure of yourself you can deal ment, in coalition with the Conwit1 anybody and any situation," federation of African Associations in
Trinidad and Tobago, (of which BapBa'!tiste said.
he native Grenadian was award- tiste is a member) hosted the Ooni of
ed t Fullbright scholarship in 1988 Ife and the first public worship serand spent two months at Tuffs vice of the African religion of Orisha.
Unversity and three months at
The Ooni of Ife is the holy man Of
HO'Nard. His time at Howard pro- the Orisha. The religion was outlawmpted administrators to offer Bap- ed by the British during their rule.
tiste a visiting professorship.
Baptiste is also inspired by the con!>r. Arthur E. Bun, director of the sciousness he sees in Howard students
undergraduate history program, ... but said, ''I ho~ some of them live
waked with Baptiste at UWI.
the consciousnesS and it is not just a
''When looking for someone to fad.''
tea:h additional courses, we_- (the
The soft-spoken, slight stature
board of directors ol the history Baptiste encourages universities such
department) thought of him," said as Howard and UWI to h6st foreign
Bur: about Baptiste.
students. He is concerned about the
The history department offered proposed 50 percent increase in interseven sections of the black diaspora national students' tuition buts says he
course last semeste·r and 10 this. doesn't understand the situation well
sem:ster. Twelve sections will be of- enough to comment.
fered in the spring.
Baptiste says black diaspora
The UWI has also raised tuition .
cou~es are necessary in the U.S. as
Matriculation was free, but recently
well as any other locality housing two of the three campuses began
people of African descent.
charging tuition .
African-Caribbean and AfricanBaptiste believes exchanges betAmerican people ''come out of the ween countries will help end the lack
same experience of slavery. We share of knowledge about the Caribbean.
the same problems of functioning in
''One -student in my class didn 't
a western society," he said.
know Africans in the Caribbean were
The face of power in the Caribbean slaves," he said .
js black but ''in terms of structure the
Baptiste is the author of ''War
economy is still dominated by Euro- Corporation and Conflict: The European ideals and people.~· Baptiste pean Possession in the Caribbean
said.
1939-1945 ." The book was voted an
When West Indian~ come to the ''outstanding text'' by Choice
U.S. and forget their ethnicity they magazine.
quickly ''boil down like bhagee,"
Baptiste's stu~en~s a~ree that he is
Baptiste said, using a West Indian expression to say 1)lat they realize that knowledgeable 1n his field, l:5ut they
in the eyes of the white majority they dislike his teaching style.
''His presentation is confusing .. He
are of little significance.
'
The Rev. Jesse Jackson has said doesn't explain it well enough for
the same of African-Americans, ''If people who have never ta'.kcn black
you wake up in the morning think- history,'' Said Jennifer Williams, a
ing you're white, you're bound to freshman psychology major .
''He doesn't emphasize the
meet someone by five who will either
let you know or tell you in so many blackness as much as he should. It 's
words that you are just another nig- not personal enough. His teaching is
too standard,'' said Sherance
ger.' '
In Trinidad and Tobago, African Hei:iderson, a junior public relati.o ns
and Indian history is only taught at major .
BclptistC said he is a demanding
the university level.
The respective histories are taught professor but feels strongly that
in secondary social studies classes but ''people with potential must use it .''

•

•

By Tabitha Mann

'

•
1

Newly crowned Miss Ho ard, Valerie Cummings, discusses issues that
.concern Howard stuCtents like Nigel Fanfair and Olaniyi Areke.

Foreign s udents take tuition
woes to d~lomats at program

•

.r '·
By Tina Travers
Hilltop Staff Repo ter
~

Howard's internation t s1udents
used the 2nd Ann al A1n bassador' s Reception
a forum
to voice their co ncer.ps about the
proposed 50 percent int rna1ional
st udent iuition increas .
According to Oscar Johnson,
co--coordinator of Int rnational
· Day, the e':ent gave int rnational
students an opportuni to meet
diplomats and ambass ors from
Africa, the Ca ribb ' an, and
Europe.
The international 1represe ntatives were welcomed tn English
by Patrice Gouveia, cqo rdina1or
of the event, in Frens h by Dr.
Keith Warren and in Sranish by
Moraima Donahue.
Gouveia said Howar 's foreign
students co uld not f lly enjoy
Homecoming 1989 bee ' se of the
bill in Congress prop ing a 50
percent surcharge for J-loward's
international students. 1

I

''Most (of the international
student s at Howard) arc from
Afri can and Caribbean countries
\Vhere the per capita income is
substantially below $1,000 U.S.
With the cu rrent bill in Congress,
many students will have to leave,''
Gouveia said.
··we boast of. being perhaps the
most internationalized universi1y
in the world. And so we ask you,
our count ries' main representa1ives here , to help us take our
fight to Congress.''
Dr. Carlton P . Alexis, interim
president of the university, asked
the visitors to use their influence
with Congress to help the st udents.
' 'We ask the ambassadors and
diplomats to use the leverage that
you have to speak to lawmakers so
that they will modify the language
they've already approved," AJcxis
said.

'

•
•

1

1

.

. photos

by Stance Ntal

Poleso Makhclle, president of the International Stj dents Association
talks with a diplomat during ttle 2nd Annual Ambassodor's Reception.
•

However, Palesa Mak hale ,
president of the International
Students Association and native of
South Africa, feels tha\ the tuition
increase could be detrimental to
deveroping African nations.
''You have been made aware of
our plight . Our countries will go
back into being colonized or being
dependent (on other countries).
We're in rP'llly desperate need of
your ass: ... l .... tce," Makhale said.
Preston Tulay, a junior COBIS
major from Monrovia, Liberia
said Congress is pushing for the

tuition increase to diminish contact. between, African s 1n the
•
diaspo ra .
f''Congress is afraid that more
American students will become
aware of who they are. Our
presence enlighten$ what Africa is
and what Africa is all about,"
Tulay said.
1

Acco rd ink to Tu lay, Congress
knows that European students will
not be affected as much as
students frpm Africa and the
Caribbean.

Try Something Different this Semester

,

l

•

5 :oo -

CHRISTMAS AT THE SMITHSONIAN
•

6:00 P·"}· ·

--·~

•
!

I

'

Enjoy this holiday season working at the Smithsonain's
Museum Shops. Immediate openings for both permanent and
te mporary Full or Part-time sale associates . Salary $5 .50 $6.00 . Retail experience a plus, but a pleasant personality
ai;id an ent h usiastic approach ar'e the essentia ls. Benefits

CoMe

include a generous shqp discount. Bus and Metro accessible.
Although these are not Federal jobs, to apply submit a
Federal Application for Employment (SF-171) - available
at any Federal office or call 287-3563

,·

or write to :

-~thy

RlR SO ER,
AND ACAb IC
J

•

•

~

Smithsonian M u s~um Shops
600 M aryland Ave., S .W. -295B
W ashington, DC
20560
A ttn: HU

!

,
T he S mithsonian is an EOE/ AA employer

l
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,Qur crowd runneth o· er

'

•

'

from the mindless partying which characterizes
A record crowd of more t han 30,000 peo- ·
so much of homecoming activity to sing
pie showed up for 1his year's homecoming
African-American national anthem and hear
football game, not to mention the thousands
.
. some words about the struggle of our brothers
more who lingered outside the gates.
Bui the university did not give the crowd the .~ and sisters in Azania (South A:frica).
Let's hope some of !'hose red, black and
respect they deserved, as is typically the case
. green balloons carried our spirit and support
\
in Howard's dealin gs \Vith its students, faculacross the ocean to join in the fighl against
•
ty and alumni. The securily 1vas fionexistent
. apartheid.
I
(pop singer Guy 1vas mobbed by hundreds of
Sunday, black people held the largest
zealous fans) and many 1vho paid $8.10 $15 did'
political event in the co untr y's history, shownot get a seat.
ing their undying support for t ~e Afri can Nation.al to ngress, the banned gr?up waging an ·
As a fundraising tactic, the athletic depart armed struggle for their liberalion . Over
ment was selling package deals \vhich includ70,000 filled a soccer stadiu1n j10 capac il y as
ed beer, ribs, a game ticket, and a parking spot
police stood by and watched .
for $100 a sho t. Just think about paying $100
We should always make ii ·'1_ point to take
for a parking space, some 1vatery beer, tired
ribs and lhen ending up 1vithout a seat al the 1 adva ntage of situa1ions where 'arge nu1nbers Was sorority a factor
of African-American people have ga thered in in Miss Howard pageant?
game! If this is the 1vay things are run, no
order to raise our consciousne~ s. Maybe one
1vonder alumni don'1 1vant to give back to
day we'll ha ve more than ]0,000 people Dl·a r editor ,
Ho\vard.
detail, of her performance.
gat hered for more than football and parties.
However, 1ve commend HUSA for the
I did 11ot fee l that tt1c article '' i\1 iss
Instead, 1he article highlighted
We'll be galhered, like those Ion Sunday iri HO\\'ard an1 id cri1ic is1n '' \\•as a fair i\l iss Blackmon' s performance and
pregame ceremonies \vhich involved a conAzania, to educate and organil e ourselves 10 ~ pres entat i on o f the i\liss HO\\'ard qu.oted only sources who were critical
scious recognition of the black struggle for
pagca11t. The 11egati\e\y \vr ittcn art i- o f the j udges ' selection , or in some
fight for liberation.
liberat ion . It 1vas refreshing 10 take a minute
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Letters to the Editor

•

Elections of hope

I
'

cle did not adequat e!)' cover both
•
si des of the story.
·'
I attended the f\11iss Howard
pageant and witnessed the dissatisfa ction of some of the audience over the
choice for Miss Howard, however' in
my four years at Howard I have
\Vitnessed similar di ssatisfaction.
\Vhat n1ade this pageant different
cant minority of whites in t ese locations I be lieve is Mi ss Cun1mings' associadoesn' t approve of blantantly acist acts and tion with a sororit y.
Although contesca11c
To n i
would like to see some kind oJ improvement
Blackmon di d an excellent job
in the state of race relations.
.
ans'''ering her question , that section
Maybe out of these cauldro s of racial ten- of the pageant 'vas only '''Orth 30 per·
sion and oppression will emer~ a new move- ce11t of the total score.
I feel that not onl y did Mis!i Cum ment away from racism and to"1ard understanmings ren1ain consistent throughout
ding and mutual respect between the races.
the entire pageant, she dc111onstrat ed
a variety of talent s.
Either way, it is up to DinkiJs and Wilder ,
Regardless of the out con1e o f the
if they do win office, to make c9.'tain that they pageant, I think it is on\) fair for a
don't fall into the trap of forgetting where they journalist to present both sides of an)'
came from ·and neglectin
their core controversy in a11 unbiased n1 anner .
No quotes from supporters of Miss
constituency-the African-A erican com' ' C11mmings were reported and neither
· munity. Too many black electe officials turn \\'as a description of any part , in

I

' "'

, This Tuesday, Doug Wilder and David
· Dinkins will seek electipn for the governors hip
of Virginia and th e m_a yorship of Ne.w York
City, respectively. We .support them in their
iftttempts to become t\vo more black ''fi.rsts."
It is ironic to think that both the city and
the state that have become national symbols
of racism, both with populations no1 even a
quarter black, are now seemingly ready to elect
black politicians to their highest offices-New
York, the city of Bensonhurst and Howard
Beach, and Virginia, the stale 1vhich called out
its National Guard to beat do1vn innocent
black college students vacationing at the beach.
We always have to be wary of the possibility that these politicians could be being set up
to be used as cover for even more ra~ism and
oppression. But on the other hani:I , it is possible that this could be sign that at least a signifi-

their backs 6n their commu ity· and are
coopted by the system.
We hope this will not be the c se with Wilder
a nd Dinkins. We'll be watchj g closely.

•

• •

•

The irony of this is that it comes at a time
when African-American youth, with Howard
leading the way, are increasingly becoming
aware of the need for black people to interna-'
tionalize our consciousness, ,t o adopt a Pan~
African awareness .
Malcolm X often stated late in his life that
any black struggle in the U.S. which did not
firmly establish contact with African people
all over the world would be "doomed to
failure."
Could it b~ that Congress is responding to
the revolutionary nature of the new consciousness in the minds of African-American
youth? Is this a result of last year's student
protest?
1

•

The intern.a tional student bod/y is a vital and
integral part of the Howard community,
something we all appreciate and take pride in.
Without our brothers and sister~ from around
the world, Howard would be much less of a
university.
I
• Although,racism may try to divide us on the
basis of where we happen to hdve been born,
we kndw that we are all one peoiPie, facing the
same set of problems, and look j'ng forward' to
the same destiny.
I
The same people and system that brought
us into slavery in the United Stales also enslaved us in the Caribbean and in Llatin America,
and colonized us in Africa. Ndw they would
like to divide us at Howard Uhiversity.
It is not even definite that ~he university
would financially benefit froml the increased
tuition because most of our international
students are from poor countries and will
simply be forced to go elsewhere for their
education . Many of Howard's ' cademic programs will be devastated by the I ss of so many
of their brightest students.
This' tuition hike affects J\ot only international students but the entire u ~iversity. Only
time will tell who will be next f r a major tuition hike.
This is a travesty which mus be corrected
before it is too late. Internal anal student
organizations are circulating a petition against
the increase and have plans for ~ demonstration deploring the move. The university community as a whole should rally to 'S upport these
efforts .

Dear Editor
It was ll:OOa.m, 'A'ednesday, Oct.
18, 1989. Dr. James Wheeler' s
Organic Chemistry I class had taken
their ~eats in preparation for taking
their second major examination.
At approximately I f: IO a.m. the
alarm sounded signaling that.a bomb
threat had been iss ued and that all
students-had to evacuate the building
immediately.
The consequences of the bomb
threat affected all of Dr. Wheeler's
st udents.
· First, our class had been notified
by Dr. Wheeler prior to the test date
that in the event of a bomb-threat, no
make-up exam would be given.
Secondly , ce rtain individuals who
might want to drop the c\as ~ on Friday, Oct. 20 (!he final drop dale)
\Vere not able to do so because o f
their failure to complet e' the exa m
and evaluat e their progress in the
class based on the subsequent test
scores.
Lastly, the majority of the class
studied hard to prepare for an examination that was thwarted by the

e believe that the individual felt
that Dr. Wheeler may grade the exan1 on the work accomplished.
Therefore, that person probably
wrote one answer, sat back and
s1niled.
We must understand that this is
not elementary school a nd we are not
children. This is college and we are
adult s with an uplifting goal.
, These actions retard the acquisition
Of knowledge for others. If you don 't
want to do the work, drop the class.
Being a junior and a sophomore,
we have witnessed many bomb
threats. We thought that this childish
activit y .had ceased because it had
been a while si nce either of us had
witnessed one.
• But maybe we were mistaken . We
would be happy if those individuals
would grow up and stop jeopardizirig the academic success of other
~ tudents .
\\1

Darrius Gourdine and Clifton Floyd
College of Liberal Arts

,

LETTERS GUIDE
The Hilltop welcomes your
views on any public issue.
We routinely condense let·
ters for space, and we co.r rect
errors of style, spelling, and
punctuation.
We publish only original,
factual material addressed to
us.
We do not publish poetry
or open letters. .
·
•

'
•

Lacey \V )·att
Senior , College of Liberal Arts
First An1i -Basileus, Alpha Kappa
Al pl1a Sororit y, Inc., Alpha Chapter

Bomb-threats are not
ihe answer fo a short cut

.\

I

1

1

Divide a d conquelr
Once again it seems that \ve find ourselve
in the familiar old situation of coming int
conflict with our status as both a black univer
sity as well as a government-funded university
Congress has decided that in order t
remove the "unintended subsidy" provided b
American taxpayers to Howard' s internationa
students it is necessary for Howard to instal
· a 50 percent tuition surcharge for those
students.
We find this to be a repulsive and backward
action, and are unalterably opposed to the increase. We stand in solidarity with our brothers
and sisters who hail from other lands, with the•
knowledge that many, or even most, of them
would no longer be able to afford a Howard
education in case of the passage of this
legislation .

\\•ay connected \Vith the pageant. The
reporter' s opinion wa s clearly
ev ident .
No\v , back to the point regarding
Cumn1ings winning because d'f being
associated with a sorority, it seems
clear to me that her association is
most likely the cause of her receiving
so 1nuch criticism.
In response to Miss Blackmo n's
commen1 that the outcome of the
pageint shOws ho"'' far we as a people have 10 go, I think her statement
itself and the unfair treatment of
!V1iss Cun1mings by this paper and
some Howard studenls shows how
far this school has to go .
Bridging the Gap? For me, as I
ce lebrate my last homecoming at
HO\\'ard, the ' 'Gap'' is \\ ider than
ever.

•

•

'

Universal discipline
•

Dear Editor,
I am sure the entire Howard community was filled with a spirit of
renewed vitality following last week's
homecoming festivities and football
victory.
However, several events came to
pass during the football game that
cannot be overlooked as we seek to
··~ ridge, tP,e g~p.''
_ , . 1 -~ ;•
fi,rst, r, I 1 ~<\S guite disheartened
\vhen the largest crowd ever to~mble for a homecoming game c.liosC to
laugh during the South African National Anthem .

!'
'

!
~

1

:
:
l

!
•

J
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:
•·

But beyond this humiliating event,
there was one other that merits
mention.
During the first half of the game,
several unattended boys were playing
near the end zone. Although they
were asked by the referee to clear the
area, the youths continued.
From my vantage point at the top
of the north end zone ble'.achcrs, I saw
that one of the .boys had grabbed one
of hi s co mrades, stuCk the
you ngster's head between his legs and
began simulating sexual acts.
Obviously, t·hese youngsters were
without biologicaJ parentaJ gllidance.
But there were about '30,000
''parents'' in the stadium.
Not only did the crowd neglect
their duties , but they had the un·
mitigated gall to encourage this activity by laughing at the act . .
Only one brother had the cowage
and the sense of sociaJ responsibility
to stop the boys and spank their ring
leader.
Afterward when the child was
finally escorted from the stadium by
campus security, most of the crowd
was supportive of the disciplinary
action.
Many others expressed feelings
that the brother should not have
spanked someone else's child.
If we cannot regain our historical
sense of extended family an'd realize
that each African child is the direct
responsibility of each African adult,
we will not be able to begrudge futwe
generations for 'their deviant ways.
Let's make DuBois' ''Talented
Tenth" hypothesis mo~e 1than
rhetoric. Because we h~vc becn
granted certain privileges, >.'.e must
undertake equivalent respo~ibilities.

•

•
·
:
:

·
;

Nwandi N. Lawson
"''
Junior, School of CommuWcations
A
1

Commentary
I

saga
rages
on
isappoinfin
nt,
Miss
Howard
Amid criticism,
1

(

'

~Toni

Alonza Robe_r__ts_on -

Blackmon
The theme for the 19 9 Miss
Howard Pageant was inte ded to
focus primarily on the cor ·of the
woman-what makes her a strong
African-American woma$
Throughout my entire performance I portrayed that d aJso
emphasized the struggle apd how
far we have to go. The outfome of
the 1989 Miss Howard fageant
merely reemphasizes my .theme.
If a <black person c not be
black at a black institutio ~ where
will it be possible for tha person
to be. I re-worked my ski at least
three times because I did ot want
to get too deep for the au ·ence or
too ''black'' for the jud es.
My hetitage is somethi g that I
cannot deny . After eac of-rmy_
performances I received a renlendous response f~om the udience

· as bright as the air was warm and
the yard full of students. Every
twenty feet there was someone
who wanted to apologize for the
outcome of the competition. I

have never received so many hugs
and smiles from strange faces.
I hesitated to comment on the
incident for fear of being a sore
loser, but after a week of listening
to my peers and hearing the cheers
from the crowd at the game I
know in my heart I did .not lose.
I Was not chosen, but I did not
lose .
.

A person moves ahea in this
life through hard work 40d selfdetermination. Until ytju learn
this , you will never get a ything,
anyplace, anytime.
Also, making statem9flts like
that serves as a prime ex8Jllple that
you would be totally incompetent
to reign as Miss Howar .
To the first runner-up, for you
to base the outcome of a ageant
on how far our people h e to go
is ridiculous.
Granted we do have a I ng way
to go, but instead of us ~.ft.frican
Americans) always teari g down
one another, we need t LOVE
and once again SUPPO T one
another.
I •
I can't really believe
·want to help the plight of fricanAmericans. Because if yo did you
would know how to LOVE,
RESPECT, AND yes, SU PORT
your African-American ~eople .
~nd your recent statement in
Tlte Hilltop not dnly shr ws the
lack of respect you have ut also
the lack of class.
Valerie Cummings, I w uld like
to apologize to you for all he rude
comments made by y'>ur called
fellow student s.
This past week you Ila e worn
your crown well and you ill continue to wear ii well . Go d luck
and God bless.

Sabrina Williams
To Howard University students

who objected to who was selectec!
for Miss Howard, this is addressed to you: (l) you were not a
judge; (2) look at the pageant a~
a whole, not just the question and
answer segment; (3) the question
read: name one, not two, (Mary
Mcleod Bethune and Frederick
Douglass) African-American people and their impact on societ¥;
and (4) the time limit was one
minute (allowances made for the
crowd).
Howard University students we
need to learn how to RESPECT
and SUPPORT one another.
When I was selected Miss
Howard Pageant Coordinator, I
never expected that conJestants
would behave like scfioolchildren
if they were not selected Miss
Howard.
I am apalled that contestants
(namely 2) would stoop to such
elementary levels, to suggest that
the pageant was political. Because
if they would have won I am sure
they would be singing a-different
1
tune .
To the second runner-up, its
really a shame that you think a
person 's position in society is
determined by who they know or
what organization they belong to.
That is the statement of a Person
who 1needs ar excuse for not
excelling.

1 woke up last Sunday morning
Sure there has been controverto two disappointing realities.
sy with the Miss Howard paaeant
First, the fact that homecoming
in the past, but I wasn't editor of
was over was deflating and
The Hilltop then.
depressing. I enjoyed all the stuIf my critics expect me to ipore
dent activities during the last week
the news about what people did,
and I was sad to see thin~ come
said and felt, they should not read
to an end.
this newspaper. That's not how I
•
Second, whep I went outside my
run it.
dorm to my Car I noticed that soIf you want details of each inmeone ~d egged me. Not me perdividual performance, buy an ad
sonally, but my car.
and write)it yourself.
It was the only car so bombardThe reason Toni Blackmon's
ed. I figui-e this was a planned
Q&A response is even mentioned
strategic attack, probably from sois because it was this aspect that
meone I knew.
brought the crowd to their feet
I have to say that many people
and made her a favorite. in their
were mad with me due to a couple eyes to win t~e crown.
items in last week's Hilltop.
But it is cbnsistency in all the
For the sake of balance, plenty competing categories that wins the
of folks I know were pleased with
pageant, according to a quote
the homecoming issue. But people
from a pageant judge.
who like the paper don't too often
There are student comments In
storm into my office-like the story, as well as reactions from
members of a certain sorority other contestants.
did- to express their displeasure
Critics of the story are upset by
about the Miss Howard story that
statements quoted from pageantran on the front page last week .
goers. We printed what they
Other student leaders complainsaid-on the record .
ed too, specifically those in the
Should The Hilltop be chastisBlackburn ''power hall'' about the
ed for doing what our journalism
cartoon that accompanied last- training has taught us to do?
•
week's editorial. (You all know
Now, moving right aJong, down
who you are.)
that famous hall. You know the
I know now that I must explain
one where there is a tendency-to
the goings-on behind these items
power-trip and close student
lest my car be basking in egg yoke
meetings.
again this week.
People said I accused the Big
Many people chided me for
Three of stealing funds. Critics,
focusing on the controversy of the
you are incorrect. Again. (C'mon
pageant, especially ·during
on guys, you're O for 2.) ·
homecoming week.
The point of the, cartoon was to
Some said I shouldn't have
say that when you close off
reported anything negative that
·meetings to students, especially
week'. Others said the story was
when money is involved, you leave
one-sided and that we took the
people wondering what's going on
angle we took only he.cause the
inside.
winner is a member of a sorority.
My challengCcontinues to the
For the record, the printer lost
Homecoming Committee: Be open
one of the headlines in the story .
to The Hilltop so we can report to
The proper headline should have
the university community where
read: ''Miss Howard accepts
the money went, how much was
crown amid criticism." (Notice the
made, etc.
space the lost headline would have
I' m all out of words for this
occupied.)
week . I'm curious to know how
The story opened with · five
you, the students, feel about the
paragraphs about the winner ,
job The Hilltop is doing on your
Valerie Cummings: who she is, her
behalf. Write a commentary or a
feelings after her win and what she
letter to the editor for next week.
credited her performance to.
In the meantime I'm going to
But people did boo when the
the store for a car cover .
· jucijes' announceJnent was made;
.!
they did leave during her victory - - - - - - " ' - " - - - - - - ----ol
walk.
The wri}er is egg-itor in chief of The
Hilltop.

The writer is a senior in the School
of Communications and first
runner-up in the Miss Howard
Pageant.

Miss Howarfi
•
-amid criticW,

·--. --
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The writer was the coord1 ator of
the Miss Howard Pagean

-' lie to themselves
and consistently
and to others by allowing their
brainwashed, subconscious mind
to control ·their actions.
I applaud The Hilltop for reporting the truth as true journalists
should. I thank the audience
members and each of my peers
who have spoken with me this
week .
·
I urge you to let go of the bitterness and use this incident as .a
learning experience. Do not be
afraid of knowledge and do not
hesitate to share it because no one
can take what is inside of you.

and I realized that all of thei~ clapping was not for Toni, but for
what Toni was doing.
I
It took six days for ~e to
analyze what actually hapf:fned .
The confusion stemmed from the
fact that I did not come in s+cond
to someone who gave a better performance, a better answer nor a
better perspective of the AfricanAmerican woman. .
1 could attempt to theori e the
motive behind the judges' decisions, but this time I will lea that
up to someone else.
I did not cry that night, but I cry
tonight for the brothers and isters
who are not yet able to eel brate
the distinctive beauty an individualism of the Af ican American woman.
I cry for th'ose who conti ually
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On the night of the pageant I sat
down to write about it, but could
not. Unaware of my thoughts and
feelings I spent that night answering calls from friends who had not
called me since freshman year.
The following day the sun was

•

,

•

Shelia Maxwell

-

•

George Win 1e d
•

Paul, a true apos 1le Greek-I tter 'gangs' 1n perspective
•

Christianity, as the 'world
Savior
(Act s
16: 8-24 ,
The Oct. 24, 1989 editi n of the
sees it, is definitely not based on
17 :13-15 , 21 :26-36).
Washington Post, reports t e hazing
the teachings of Jesus Christ,
In understanding the route
death last week of a youn Africanbut on society's misconceptions
that he would have to ta e with
American man, Joel Allen arris, by
and misinterpretations of His
his ministry, Paul was areful
members of Alpha Phi Alp a Fraterministry and God's Word .
not to dispute with the di ciples
nity, Inc.
But, Christianity, in its truest
or any other Christians. I fact,
First this needs to be rew rded and
form is built on the firm founhe even warns Timothy, is son
put into the proper persp~ctive .
dation 'or Jesus' teachings and
' in the ministry; against '' oolish
''Hazing'' death is a weaf moniker
the diVin~ teachings of His
anii ignorant disputes, k owing
that makes it sound like h' accidendisciples, apostles (and others
that they generate strife ( Tim.
tally swallowed one goldlfish too
who faithfully followed Him .
2:23·26) ...
many on line.
J
One of those men was Saul
lhe disagreement Pa l had
The reality is that th s is just
of Tarsus, ,or Paul, a Pharisee
with Baf nabas was over he inanother sad example of th heinous
called by God to end his
clusion of John Marki a trip
nature of these criminal ollegiate
persecution of·the church and
where they were to visit
ious
''gangs'' that many of us ave been
spread the Gospel of Christ
cities where they had prCj_Viousintimidated into calling f aternities
(Acts 9).
ly preached . John Mair: had
and sororities.
As the author of 13 books of
departed from them earilier in
The crimiilal orgaoizati n Alpha
the New Testament, Paul
Pamphylia instead of Helping
Phi Alpha is responsibl for the
taught m'any standards for ·
them to continue their m¥stry,
outright, senseless MURO~ of that
Christian living using Christ's
therefore Paul was weary
of
young man, plain and si le.
1
life as an example (Ephes.
allowing him to retur with
During my years at H ward, I
5:1-2, Philippians 2:1-11, and
them. In the end, B nabas
repeatedly endured the ~hetorical
Romans 15: 1-3).
took Ma.rk to Cfprus an Paul
vomit these ''gangs'' spew i their at Other men, including
chose Silas and journe ed to
tempts to legitimize thems Ives and
disciples Mart hew, Luke and
Syria and Cilicia (Acts
their existence, while obser ing them
John wrote Gospels of the New
15 :37-41) .
.
':T
continually engaging in du ious and
Testament. Those men were
But, it is evident In olosoutright criminal activities
among 12 who indeed walked
sians 4:10 that Paul an Barwith Jes us while he was on
nabas later reconciled their
earth. Thus, their writings are
differences .
first-hand accounts of the
The Bible is clear in resenevents they witnessed (i.e.,
ting the truth of Christ d His
Mark 9 :2-9 and Matthew
life on this earth. His orical
.
'
•
9: 18-26).
evidence more tt\.an prov s that
While it is true rhat Paul did
what the Bible documen is innot 'walk with Jesus, he did
deed truth, not just in µesus'
know 11 of Jesus' 12 disciples
ministry while He was here, but Q
(Acts 9:26). Since Christ comin ·the ministry that H~ commanded those men to, again
manded of His followers before
It was a beautiful day for the
''make disciples of all the naHe
left.
. homecoming football gam. between
tions," it is evident that they·
Jesus did warn His discipl,es
the ''Buffalo Soldiers'' ( oward)
passed what they learDed on to
of
false
prophets-thosf
who
and ''The House'' (Morehoase}. And
Paur.•
would misconstrue and
as usual there was no doubt in my
As a Pharisee, it was not promisinterpre\_ His mess~ge to
mind that we would be triUmphant
bable that Paul, a Jew, could.
form their ~n beliefs antl even
over the ''Tigers."
j
have ever been a pa,an. By law
go as far as o question his DeiI milled through the crrd lookand tradition, Pharisees bdievty as the S n of God. I
ing for a seat and the feelin in ~n
ed in and seryed one master:
Indeed, 1,11any of thosb who
Stadium was indescribable Finally,
God.
seek the truth are being confuswe found seats in the t mporary
Al~. in orc¥r to obtaµt his
ed by lies J>cing foisted upon
stands closest to Drew Hall northern
position, Paul had to be
\h~m in t~e, name of Jesus
end).
knowledgeabl . Therefore, if he
Christ. Thank God that those
The players were on the field and
had desired
placate a/t,Y nolies didn't derive from teachings
the general mood was, as it had been
tions of th ruling establishas divine as Paul's.
for the latter part of the wee , festive.
ment, hew uld have very sen'
At tbe top of the stand lhere was
sibly adjus ed his belief' to fit
the1rs "rath than risk lo~ng his The J..iriter is aju~iJ, in the School of a banner which said, ''l~ERNA
life (as he id) by continUing to Communications, and a member of TIONAL STUDENTS ANNOT
AFFORD 50 PERCENT UITION
profess C rist as Lord and Campus Crusade for Chrisl.
INCREASE."

Roderick Spic r

Ho war

I

)

•
The murder at Morehouse is only
one more sad example of what these
brutal, mindles s, purposeless
''gangs'' are really about.
Black colleges are supposed to be
places where people are looking to
improve themselves and hopefully,
seek enlightenment.
There is no place in that kind of atmosphere for these sewage organizations to be allowed to fester .
The usual swill they use in defense
of themselves is that they are
•• notable'' and ''prominent'' community activists with ''noble''
heritage and this shows their dedication to our people and our
community.
'
Well ... Hell 's Angels bikers have
blood drives, toy drives at Christmas,
and work in and for their
community-and their still scums.
The KKK recently won the right to
adopt a highway down South to help
in its upkeep and to show their concern and love for their communityand their still 'filth.
What Alpha Phi Alpha did was
contemptuous and loathsome. There

Anyone who justifies initiation
is no possible explanation or defense
practices which cause deaths, frethat is acceptable.
It cannot be argued that it is an un- quent accidents, mental and physical
fortunate, isolated incident and that exhaustion while proclaiming that
it does not reflect ·on the integrity Or pledging is the only way to prove
substance of Alpha Phi Alpha or one's worth is criminally sadistic and
fraternities and sororities in general. is merely justifying the cloning of sick
This incident does reflect on the in- criminal versions of themselves.
tegrity and substance of Alpha Phi
Phi Beta Sigma should be proud
Alpha and everyone else who allows that they were able to take a step that
pledging because they knowingly and those other miscreants are too"
continually, without corrective ac- cowardly to take.
Nothing less than expulsion and
tion, allow dubious and criminal activities to 'take place on their lines . convictions should be met out to the
Token gestures of discipline while perpetrators and the organization
crying about how hard it is to keep should be totally elimated from
things under control and reasonable Morehouse College.
Black 'men are being more and
on lines is unacceptable.
Phi Beta Sigma took a brave step more victimized by society everyday.
Any person or organization that
when they outlawed lines in an attempt to'-.. seriously address the commits such a foul, treacherous actproblem.
should b~ called traiterous and exterThey've shown that if an organiza- :J minated with extreme contempt by
tion is sincere in its responsibilities to rhe responsible and conscious
itself, its people, its community, and African-American community!
·
its p<?tential members cail't have lines I ··Let's hear a cry for justice for Joel
which are merely breeding grounds Allen Harris!
for the continuation of ''gang''
The writer is a J989 graduale.
mentalities.

1

s'h ould learn to bridge the gaps
This apparently was a silent protest did not have money, they would take Guaranteed Student Loans (GSLs) or
by the international students against all the jobs and everything else."
any other type of loan; scholarships
the 50 percent increase that was l'assSuddenly I felt aJienated and are our only way of receiving
ed down by the powers that be.
unwelcome all at once. Here I was at assistance to pay for the rising cost
This 50 percent increase is suppos- homecoming-bridging the gap- of education.
ed lo help Howard out of the prover- listening to the kind of words that ofWe are being condemnbial ''red'' or whatever? This sign fer resistance to that theme.
i
ed ... Why? ... becuase we are commitbecame obvious to the spectators in
Let me lake this opportunity to ted to our education ... bccause we
my area almost simultaneously.
clear up La few myths:
made the CHOICE to come "
They began a commentary that
( 1) Howard is not the only institu- here ... because we get the gradei
went against the very grain of the tion that does not charge foreign necessary to qualify for the
homecoming message, and, what students extra.
scholarships.
~
turned out to-be one of the areas that
(2) ' Scholarships are based on
One of the commentators should
help was asked for in prayer.
merit-the applicant with the highest have known better because she just
''Why should these foreigners be GPA gets first preference and then happens to be one of the student ac-1
protesting, Howard is the only school the next highest GPA, etc.
count analysts who we so f4ithfully
that doesn't charge them more."
.(3) International students only line up to see in the ''A'' buildina•
.''Yeah, they just come here, take qualify for scholarships from their
I call on you Howard, let us really
all the scholarships, and get all the sophomore year onwards.
• bridge all ~aos
GSL loans."
(4) International students are on
''They could not come here if they F-1 visas and we DO NOT qualify for 111e writer Is a senior ur ihtt ::ichool of
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'
rrom top, Ruhy Dee, Tonia Rowe and J noth a n Earl Peck

Ruby Dee as Amanda Wingfield in Tennessee Williams' c lassic.
•

•

I

i

behind scenes
'
of Tennessee
Williams
classic
•
1
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t

;
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Ruby Dee spea~s on success

.

"'

Lynn-J?~

By Nanry

8)· Nanc)' L)·nn J ones

''There's hardly anything that is
common to one group of people that
isn't common to any other,'' said the
1
\ \ itl1 the success of Spike Lee's
65-year-old actress.
sun1cner l1it mo\'ie '' Do the Right
. ''When we want to put down a
·rt1i11g," acclaimed actress Ruby .Dee group, we claim that they share
could be relaxing somewhere review- nothing , that they're completely
i11g sOme of the many scripts that unlike us."
~
l1ave been offered to her .
Born in Cleveland and raised in
1
l11o;1ead, Dee's love of the theatre Harlem, Dee graduated with a B.A .
has brought her to Washington degree in' 1945 from Hunter College
D .C. 's Arena Stage where she has in New York .
(aid a-side her''Mother Sister' ' role
Her acting career began at the
a11d is currently playing the part of American Negro Theatre with other
An1a11da Wingfield in Tennessee unknown struggling actors like
\\'illian1s' ''The Glass Menagerie." Sydney Poitier and Harry Belafonte
'' Tenn~ssee Williams is a poet,"
Dec is one of America's most propee said at a sy mposium Sunday at minent African -American actresses .
1
•
tl1e Arena Stage.
She received· an Emmy Award
Th'e pla>; follows the lifC of nomination in· 1964 for ''Express
character l~om Wingfield and is Stop from Len9x Avenue ' ' and an
~bo ut hi s growing up and escaping Obie award for the off-Broadway
from under his mother's rules and ~he production· of At h ol Fugard's
struggle of hi s cri ppled sister Laura. ''Boseman and Lena'' in 1971 .
Although not specifically written
This year she was recognize~ at t~e
' for African -American actors, Dee National Black Theatre Festival in
sai d the _p lay is universal .
Wirlston-Salem, NC for her outstan- Tonia Rowe as shy, reclusive Loura Wingfield in ''The Glass Menagerie."
'' I can unde rsta nd the desperation ding contributions to theatre .
·r
you might feel if you think one of , ....--nee said working with director,
•
your children is not going to be producer and actor SWke Lee last
fulfilled or happy," said Dee, a year was a rewarding experience._
1nother of three adult children.
- Dee said she is proud ot· her work
'' It doeSn't seem terribly unusual in ''Do the Right Thin$'' and respect10 me 10 see the struggle of a mother
ful of Lee's message in the film .
for her daughter's happiness when
''One thing I loved about Spike, he
she' s crippled or she's desperate for ran his ship with all kinds of people
someone to marry her ."
·
behind the sceneS"black, white, men,
!
South where she refused the
JI)'
Nucy
Ly••
lo
...
'' The U!ass M~nagerie'' is the most women, Oriental and Hispanic.''
rich planters' so ns add m arried _
Hilltop :-,ta.ff R~er
recent play that has been cast with
a poor, telephone worker who
•
black actors portraying t,raditionally see Dee , page 12
later left her and her children
white ac1ors roles .
almost 20 years later .

tl ill rop <:: t:ift R~fll"l'l~'"r
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Director promotes iversity

' .,

I

'

At

time s

Ruby

Co1n111itted to e.-.:pandiI1~ tl1e !(lie<; ut
Africru1-Ar11erican a':lor.s 011 stage,
r aze\\ Cl! l l10111p<;011. dirt'{"f('r cit ' ' I-lie
Glass 1\1er111gcrie,' ' "JXlkc to d1ru11a
dCJ>art11 1cnt stl1det1t <; la~t I lttii<;c.ta\ i11 rl1e
C..'ollege of Fi11e /\ 1 1~ .
''I \va11l 10 rro111 01f_' t11e \\OI k of
/\. f ri c ;111 - 1\ rn c r i (' a 11
r Ia}' \\' rig 111 ~
\\'llene,·er I (·a11. I an1 i11sisti11g 1l1at
Are11a Stage 11roduce P10 rc play~ by
A l"ri ,·a II - A,,, ('ri ca 11~ .• ' rt1n n1 r~o11
said .
1·11on1rso 11 belie\•es al·1or<;, directors a11d pr odt1cers sho t1ld be con si dered for al l roles no 111atter ,, 11at
hi ~ or t1er raL·c tna)' be .
' ' As A f rica11 -A1nerica n directors.
you \viii a l '''a)'~ get ati cppo1-tt111 it~' to
direct Afri ca11-A111e rka11 plays. You
111ust 111akc sure yot1 are c6nsidc1 ed
f9r o tl1er plays. l 'Jiey \\'ill a\\vay~
cl1 oose a wliit e t o ~' ire ct a play \vr1t 1e11 by a ,vl1it e playv.·1igl11 . " ,
Oeter11 li11ed to ''do it all," -rho111pso n staged tl1e firs~ all Afri l·a11/\111erica11 pro fess ior1al prodt1c1io11 of
'' 'fl1e G lass tv1e11agerie'' at the
CJe,•eland Pla) house- las1 spring .
''Tlie Glass Menagerie' ' \Vas writte11 by Tennessee \Viltia1n s for a \\•liite
t•ast but Thon1pso11 decided 10 niake
a cl1a11ge i11 casting .
' ' The thc n1es \Vifl1i11 1he pla)' are
universa l a11d speak to a larger 1rutl1
about ht1n1a11i1 y and ~u r ,ival tl~at
11 a11sce nds co lor a11d race .. , l1e said .
''Thi s fa111il)' cou ld be Hispa11ic.
Asia11 /\1nerica11 lndi a11, bl ack ,
\vl1ite ~ all f a111ilies during the
0

Derre""io11 \ e11t

throu~h what )his

fa 111ily goes l 1ro ugl1 . ' '
·1-110111psor1 feels there must be
cl1a11gcs iii t ie theatre, film, and

1clevi,, io11

r1ediums

or

'-Tcreotypes \~~ II continue to persist.
'' \\~are ncft these stereotypes that
appea1 on televis ion and film."
r11c productior1 o f ''The Glass
~ l enagerie''

is important because it

b1 i11gs t1ni\'Cr$a li1 y to a pla)' known
a~

a

a classic. ,
·• tt's also~ look at the return of

\er~·

fine actiress, Ruby Dee , .to the

"tage. Her performance has caused a
lot of cri1icis' , however, lhe audie11ces love er,'' Thompson said
referri ng to eviews that said audie11ces ca11'1 r late to a black actress
i11 the role as manda .
As Arena St ge 's newly appointed
arli stir;: assoc i te, Thompson is in a
positio11 to pr duce and direct more
A frica11 -An1er can plays . Yet, he
be lieves ·theat companies are still

afra id

of

I African·American

cl.irectors.
•• fh ere's a !'ear that if a certain
tl1eatre does n1ore African-American
plays, they \\•ill lose their subscriptions. That 's no1 true,'' Thompson
said .
·
H o\vever , it's more difficult for
African-Anierican actors to get roles.
l 'ho111pson expressed dismay that
Ruby Dee is 11ot considered to be a
great American actress .
'' As fa r as critics go, caucasians
are 1he great American actresses and
Dee stio uld no 1 be in a role such as
see T ho mpson, page 12

Dee's

chaFacter retreats into roma ntic memories of her youth ,

when men by the dozen were interested in her. In one scene
when Amanda brags about her
put suitors, Tom's facial expressions convey how much he
dislikes her memori~ .
After nagging her son about
ftndin& a suitor for his sister,
Tom brinp home a young
m•n, Jim Connors, who works
wllb llhn at the warehouse. Jim
II a 1 jcioth, proud young man.
Jn the scenes between Laura

I

aad Jim, Jim helps instill in
Laura self-esteem, pride, and

eonfjdence.
'
To°' Winf= .and his
111(14' w lhare
umcs, but

fOI' 'nllll lllele are too many

~""~'''' 1n1
bMCODSWl!ly
OllOI. Tom and Aml\Dda
argulna. By the

.,..S of the play, Tom, who

......Illor'''"""''
a writer,
ii -bh
and n,
,,.
....
Nila Rowe, who plays
IO live with

bis father.

~ Ii • -.brea~ •·

. ' ..
'

I

•
•

racial

I'

•

'

'
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Students, visitors enjoy HU~s homecoming weekend estivities
B~ Tracy

''I ·
rati} ~s

Hopkins

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Believe it or not, Howard Univer-

·

pcricncc and a

u:~~~n~ent when black
gpcopl~~ gather together and ex·1
cc ••
pr~dun1 Y as. a rat dents were busy

However because of overcrowding
in the club: many IPartY goers were

another bystander in front of
~hicago's, said, ''I. I Jv.e being back
forced to have the~i own celebration in D:C. Homecom1n1~ JUSt see~~ to
in the streets in f nt of Chicago's .be bigger and better than ever.

·~
homecoming
fashon sh ow or th e
Guy Sybil and Today concert at the
D C ' Ar '
. .
mory.
The official after party for the
fahion show was at Kilamanjaro's
nightclub in Adams Moorgan, but
ed
d go
many students opt to rest an
to a party at Chicago's nightclub on
Connecticut Ave that started at 2:30

enjoying Howardfest.

a.m.

&'

•

continued from page 11

I

rontlni.ed from page 2
.
anci that's what
we've been doing for the past two
years,'' said member Kenneth
Williams, a sen·ior finance major.
The letters KMT stand for ''the
black lands,'' and refer to the original
name for Egypt, which, when
translated from hieroglyphics into
English is ''Kemet.'' In selecting the
name, KMT organizers followed the
pattern of ancient Egyptian writings
which do no use vowels.
The group, which held a forum at
Howard University Oct. 26, is
predicated on principles of Afrocentrism, meaning that they ''visualize,
understand and study history from an
Afrocentric point of view," said Eddie Glaude, a Ph.D. candidate at
Temple University.
Since the organization is of African
oritins, KMT members thought it
would ·be a contradiction to use
Greek letters.
· ''We are an African organization,
so we named ourselves after Africa,"
Glaude said, adding that. by doing
this KMT is -.. displacing the Greek
classical culture.''
According to Jeffre.y Allen, a
senior majoring in political science
and international studies, KMT's
ideals and philosophies are new to
many people. For that reason, many
of their peers-and Morehouse
officials-could not accept them at
first, he said.
! 'The Moxehouse administration
was not very cordial or supportive," .
Allen said. ''The official word [from
the administration] was 'cease and
desist imme"diately .' ''
KMT also had to deal with people
who questioned their authenticity,
asking the ''usual questions such as
'Why are you an African frat~mity?'
or 'What's wrong with a Greek
fraternity?' '' Williams said.
According to Allen, KMT is not
trying to invalidate tradional Greeklettcr fraternities.
••As we study history we have to
examine their successes and failures.
We're not trying to negate them; in
fact, we want to work with our
brothers and sisters who are in those
organirations, '' he said. KMT, which is incorporated independentlx_ in the city of Atlanta,
also wants .to work to bring about a
''renaissance'' in the African
community.
''We want to revitali:u: those values
and concepts_that rcaquaint man with
his African past,'' Williams said.
Consequently, in ''restoring the black
race to its tradition of greatness''
KMT wants.to develop men who can
lead the race to that renaissance,
Williams said.
Moreover, added Allen, those men
are going to have to be ''strongphysically, mentally and spiritually.''
Community service is also important to the members of KMT. ''We
are litetally trying to take back what
is ours,'' Williams said, adding that
KMT believes in black people
creating their own institutions, instead of going to other institutions
which would ''impress its values
upon us.''
,As more people learn about the
fraternity, Williams said the criticism
is subsiding and that the group has
been ''bombarded'' by thos~ who
want to learn more abotl-t the '
organization.
KMT has taken its message to ·
other colleges where it has received
typically negative responses.
However, said Williams, the group
received ''warm vibes'' from
Howard.
·
''I'm el1ted," Williams sciid. ''The
reception we got from Howard was
commendable. We made a conscious
effort at (last Thursday's) forum to
try to rise above the level on which
our past forums have been held.''
Allen attributes K.MT's increasing
''popularity'' to the current Africa
trend on college campuses.
••All of the outer trappings of
Africanity are welcome,'' Allen said,
''because that's the first step of
reaching consciousness.
But we're looking forward to helpina our people reach the second level
or internalizing,'' he said.
KMT still encounters hostility from
some groups of people. but say it's
to be expected, and that they deal
with it in an objective manner.
''The fact that we are not a ''flyby-night'' oraaniz.ation has been
established,'' Williams said. Instead
of always defending themselves, they
are now concentrating on explaining
the KMT concept.
''KMT is not ours," Allen said.
''We are here for the people. KMT
is here to stay.''
1

.

''When I frrst read the scnpt, I wasn't
sure what it waS ~aying. But you
know I like Spik~ hj believes in black
people.''
,
Dee has been a ting for nearly five
decades, often · ith her 1 husband
Ossie Davis, a 1939 graduate of
Howard Univers~ty. Davis also costarred with his wife in ''Do the Right
Thing. ''
Ironically, Dc¢ said some of the
scenes with Davi$ in the movie were
reminiscent of their real-life first
meeting 44 years p!gO when they were
cast together in the play ''Jeb.'' She
said at that time she didn't even like
I

In his two decadeslof service, several
n\ajor buildings such as the hospital, the

Bust
continued from page 2

3

retirement.
Adair said
proposal an~ clay
'
' presented at lhe
model for lhe b wm:
farewell ,salute
rCception to Cheek,
June 29, ai lhe Blackburn Center.
Becai•se the bust would not be ready
for the reception, it 'is scheduled to be
unveiled at lhe Qne..Third of a Nation
Conference.
I "The One-Thirfl of a Nation conference is a facultY evcnl. A large
number of uni~er$ity faculty, administratoo; and (acuity from around
the world will attend and we thought it
was lhe ~ setting," Adair said.
Adair said the ~ is a token of appreciation for Cheek's hard work and
hopes the bust scqds a message to

I

oU=.

her Davis.
1
''I remember while I was understudying the lead and lthe guy that was
understudying Ossi , he and I would
sit out in the the er and just talk
about him. It was errible.''
Three years late the couple were
married. Together, they have worked on such films as ''Purlie Victorious'' (1963), ••
cher, Teacher''
(1969), the PBS-.television series
"With Ossie and Ruby" (1981), a
radio program '•<Dssie Davis and
Ruby Dee Story !four" (1974-78),
and the Broadway ~roduction of ''A
Raisin in the Sun" (1959).
Later this season Dee will star in
and direct a PBS' ''American
Playhouse'' drclma \which she wrote
about the life of writer Zora Neale
Harston called ''M~ Name is Zora."

••nus mes,sage says if you cx;>me to

Howard and you do your very Pest to
serve lhe ·imtitutiorl . . . we will show
our appreciation in
'ous waYs," he
said.
I
Interim Preident, Carlton P. 1\lexis,
supports lhe idea
said that more
should have beeit done for other
presidents.
''We were not as sensitive as we
should have been with (Mordecai Wyatt)
Johnson and (J'ames M.J Nabrit
(Cheek's predcas<oo;). The sculptlire is
well earned,'' Alexis said.
Alexis also said Iha! he believes other
forms of i=gnition should and will
follow.
1
"In time all of the oth= will follow.
Eventually, there will be a Cheek Hall
and a Cbeek sch~p. ''
Response to ~proposal by both
faculty and stud
has been generally
. supportive. Adair · oppostion to the
buSt has been
. 'blf.
''Dr. Oicek
two ckx:ades of
Howard's history, • said Alvin piornton, associate pro~
r and a«i,stant to
the dean of the.
of Liberal Arts.
v
l
an

1'00

1

,

· Blackburn Center• \ Undergraduate
Library, Howard Inn, and most 1tCt11tly
the Howard Plaz.a Towers were constructed or acquired.
Cheek also mad changes in the
univemty structure b re.organizing lhe
~n and f · 'tating ia, opening of several new
and colleges
, such as communi tions, human
ecology and allied
.
Those who have ~ lhe bust feel
Cheek could be hon<jred in some other
way. Junior economics major Ken
Goodridge said he -rould like to see
something done for sfudents ii1 Cheek's
home.
"He [Cheek) has dbne thin&' for lhe
school, but not so much for students.
I don't think he's 1 helped students
overall. The fee; have\,,,;ne up, especially housing and tuitiorf,-but the services
aren't any better," C)oodridge said.
' Goodridge feels th8t a scholarship in
Cheek's name will be Piere 8Wf0priale.
Sculptor Jerome Meadows said he is
pleased to be lhe choserr'iirtist and that
the Senate chose so'l'eone within the
university for the pnpject.
''This reaffirms thd notion that there
are a lot of prof~~ . in a lot ~!
fields on a un1vr rs1ty campus,
Meadows said.
·
Crediting its durabilty and
marketability, Mc:adcrf<'s said bromr was
lhe medium chosen fol the bust.
''Bronze is the md::liwn of choice; it
is durable and w~ well. You can
get a lot of ~ in bronze:- For
economic reasons, hdwever, most busts
are cast in plasta and made to look like
bronze," Meadows said.
Ahhough Meadows had not known
Cheek peo;onally betbre lhe project, he
feels Cheek has made an impact on
Howard and should be commemorated
f0r his service.
I
"The ·man has _~ certain kind of
strength, but also a
kind of compassion. I will att"l"pt to show the
strength through lhe pose and lhe compao;ion will be read ihrough the eyes,"
Meadows said.
\
.

Els

"fain

Satllrday night brought events and
p'a rties galore. There was a GFre.ekh
step show at 6:00 p.m. a.t the Mait
Coliseum as well as parties at ar:
ty's, Ibex, Eastside, Triples, Safari
Club, Tracks and two cabarets hosted
by Alpha Kappa .~lpha and Delta
Sigma Theta Soronttes Inc

organized and well put together.'
said Jackson .
,1
Jackson ad deel t hat "'the AKA '
cabaret was enjoyable because thf
food and music were excellent and
the atmosphere was mellow.''
Since many had partied into tht
wee hours of the morning, Sunda}
oodb
was reserved for rest and g
yes tc
visiting family, friends. and loved
ones.

Lisa Jackson, a Howard junior, attended the Greek step show and the
AKA cabaret.

•

Last season at Arena Stage his production of ''Playboy of the West Indies'' and ''Abyssinia'' received six
Helen Hayes Award nominations including Outstanding Direction for
'Abyssinia.''

Thompson
contiued from page 11
this .. Ruby Dee is put off in the
'
corner somew h ere. ..
Thompson, is a graduate of New
York's High School of Art and
Design and New York Universi!Y
with bachelors and masters degrees 1n
directing. _
.
His directorial works include
Aaron Copeland's opera, ''The Second Hurricane,'' Richard Wright's;
''Almos' a Man," and Nicholas
Wright's, ''One Fine Day.''

He received a 1987 Audelco Award
for best ·director of a musical for
''Abys.sinia.''

Gateway Playhouse and Musical
Theatre Works.

liis- next directorial piece will be
Athol Fugard's, ''Boesman .and
Lena'' for the Huntington Theatre in

Thompson recently directed Alan
Ayckborn's, ''How the Other Half
Lives'' at Syracuse Stage. He has
directed at Soho Repertory Theatre
in New York City, Cleveland
Playhouse, the Actor's Studio,

anger we sometimes have all felt
toward our parents. Tom, is a portrait of playwright Tennessee
Williams as a young man.

Play

Peck also played Tom in the
Cleveland Play House's production
of ''The Glass Menagerie." Peck's
television credits include ''King,''
''Freedom Road'' with Muhammed
Ali, and the soap opera ''Orie Life to
Live.''
Ken LaRon of the daytime soap
opera ''Guiding Light,'' plays Jim
Connors. Even though Jim only
spends a few hours with Laura, he
leave s her with a lifetime of
memories.
LaRon has appeared in such pro-

continued from page 11
She tolerates her mother and 11ever
speaks _ an unkind word about
anyone.
Rowe, a graduate of Rutger' s
University, played Laura in ''The
Glass Menagerie'' at the Cleveland
Play House in Ohio. Her other roles
include Peggy in ''Playboy of the
West Indies'' and Lilly Noreen in
''Abyssinia," both at Arena Stage.
Jonathan Earl Peck, who plays
Tom, is convincing in expressing the

'

Boston. Next year he will direct
August Wilson's, ''Fences'' at the
Arena Stage.
''It is equally important that
African-American actors not be
:lenied the ri~ht to play any role,''
Thompson s&1d.

-

•

ductions as ''The River Niger,"
''Ceremonies in Dark Old Men,"
''The Dutchman.'' and ''Hamlet.''
Although 'inuchOt the content of
the play is sad. one will leave with a
feeling of hope for Laura Wingfield.
During the scenes between Laura
and Jim, lighting designer Nancy
Schertler's work is perfect. She starts
their first meeting lit by a flicker of
candlelight.
•'The Glass Menagerie'' was first
produced in 1945 and brought success
to a young WilliamS at 34.
Among Williams' other works are
''A Streetcar Named Desire,'' which
received the Pulitzer Prize in 1947,
''Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," and ''Orpheus Descending."

•

Fora

.

•

you can ·bank on.
At Michigan National Corporation , OlJr go;il is to be a world-class banking institution that provides the
finest quality service in our ir1dus1ry.
To realize our goal , we· need people \vllo Jrf• \\•ilt1r1g lo accept the challenge of becuming the best in the
business. We seek aggressi\"E!, intellige11t, driven people who believe in our philosophy, and who are willing
to make the sacrifi ces necessary to attair1 (lUr goals. In return, you'll work in an exciting, entrepreneurial
environment that gives you the freedo111 to IJe )'Our best.

.'

If you are up to our ch,1ller1ge, \\'e \\'ill be cor1ducting Cdn1pus inte~vi€'\vs November 17th. Please contad
your Placement Office for furtl1er detai ls.

_A ,,
Michigan
National
Bank

Equal OpjXll1uni1y En1pl0')1.'r

I

i .
COMMUNICATIONS,

TV, FILM, R~D IO

I AND BUSINESS MAJORS
'

"Some jobs pay well.
~Some_make you happy.
-

'

PART-TIME
AUDIO VISUAL COORDINATOR
•

Looking for a rt time job with flexible hours in your career field while
you go to sc · ll Interested in a job that can add to your technical
expertise .in vr.eo projection, audio and lighting equipment plus give
you hands o~ ~usiness experience? Swao_k Audio VisuaJs, Inc. has
sever;1I suci1 s1tions available immediately in the D.C. area
·
1

•

Aud~o

Swank
Visuals, Inc. is one of the largest suppliers of rent.al
equipment to meeting facilities and hotels. We Have offices in SL Lou.is,
our Corporate Headquarters, Washington, O.C., Housto~, San Anton~o,
Phoenix, lot Angeles and Ontario California. Our clients are ma1or
corporations and professional associations from all over the country.

I

I held out for both~

We offer I eady employment and excellent pay while you are in sch~
and on holiday and summer breaks. We also can provide rewarding
can:er opportunities after graduation.

l•

lnterestec;t students should call"ourregional office at 202-33:2-8188
betwee~ 9)oo and S:JO p.m., ask for Sheryl Thompkins.

j

I

•

-

If you've been holding out for a job thal pays well, but doesn 't shortchange you in 01her ways, you're the kind of person we want lo lalk lo.
The Prudential has a wide range of jobs that will make you eager to
gel up in the ntorning and get lo work.
We feel thal when you feel that way aboul your work, personal and

6nancia1 success is inevitable.
Direcl inquiries to: Manager, College Relations, The Prudential
Employment Cen1er- Dept. SCT, 56 North Li\ingston Avenue, Roseland ,
NJ 07o68. An equal opporlunily entployer.

ThePrudent1al ~

J!
I

The biggest is looking for the best.

•

'
'

lengthy. As a whole, it was wel

O~ahdaSpoal

•

I

half-time.

-----------------------------------------

Dee

.KMT

''The step show was verY entertaining, although it was rather

much to the disapproval of D.C.
Hampton \!nive:sity student
who blocktj'd off the streets
Aden1ta seemed to agree
Iead Ing to th e c Iu ·
wit''H aam
d; h
· ·
h
A University oftaryland-College Ii
hwarH s om~c1>m1n~.1s muc,,
Park student wh preferrred to be . ver t. an . ampton s ·.yas t is year'
called ''Joe P:'' was one of those par- Ademta s~d.
. ..
tying outside.
)
After Fnday•s fesuv1t1es, there ~as
• ''I am enjo*ing Howard's the annual football game against
homecoming becuase Maryland has Morehouse College c.n Saturday
h'
l'k
h' 'th t ·
·ented afternoon
not ~n~ 1 e t ts , a ts 0 rt .
Celebriiies spotted at the game
spec!ftcally to"l,~fds A.frican- were film-maker Spike Lee and his
Ame1rcan students Joe S8.ld
E F h d
~
·
sister Joie rapper Doug . res an
Howard alumnus Harun Salaam,
•
-

behoingme~o~~gy prepn;J!oe~:~ti;:~J ~ither the annUal poll~.

ss1c.thyo1o'sl,ruamnodredtha1·ss
weekend that rumor may have been
confi~med.
,
k d
Th , homecoming wee en
festivities officially began on Friday
afternoon with Howardfest, a social
gathering on the Ya~d o.f Hc;>~~d
students, alumni, fanuly and v1s1t1ng
students.
Lavon·ne Jones, 19, from Clark
Uru·vers1'ty 1·n Georoia was one visitor

the ''new-jack sWingers," Gu)t~ho
performCd one of their songs dtui.ng

•

•
•

•

'

•

•

•
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Diabetes: A leading
killer of Americans
By Michelle Prince
Hilltop Staff Reporter
1

Diabetes is the third leading killer

among Americans.
More than 12 million Americans

have been diagnosed as having
diabetes, according to the American
Diabetes Association, and one out of
every 14 blacks \viii develop the
disease.
In conjunction " 'ilh the ADA's effort to educate the public on detecting, preventing, and treating
diabete s , H oward University
H,ospi1al is offering free lec1ures and

semi nars during November, which is
National Diabetes Month.
·
Diabetes is a disease that can
develop al any age, researchers say.
''The problem usually begins when
the hormone insul in is lacking or the
tissues cannot use the sugar, ''said Dr.
Hermant Joblekar, internal medicine
practioner a1 H oward.
1' When foods eaten are broken
dO\.\-'n into glucose, which is a sugar,
the sugar in the blood cannot get into the cells, causing the sugar level to
be high in the blood ," said Carolyn
Faliskie, a
registered nurse at
Georgetown Diabetic Association.

Diabetes is the
third leading killer
among~ Americans.
Onl! out of 14
blacks will devl!(op
the disease.
•

Diabetes has been. k110\.\'n to De
hereditary, ho \.\•ever people "''ithout
a history of diabetes in the fapi.ily can
also develop the dj sease, according co
researchers.
There are l\\'O types of diabetes.
Type I , juvenile diabetes \vhich is
insulin -dependent andType 11 , \\'hich
is prevalent amo ng older adul1 s, is
non -in sulin dependent .
Researchers have found a sub-type

of non-insulin diabetes that usually
occu rs in youth and is often inherited
in an autosomill dominant pattern
· called maturity-onset diabetes.
Insulin is a drug that helps keep the
sugar level normal in the blood . "Insulin is like a ke¥ and lock, it is needed to get into the cells,'' Faliskie said.
The most common and effective
\vay 10 take insulin is by injection.
For those afraid of needles,
Faliskie mentions an alternative
method to &.et\ing insulin into the
blood called thq'' Medi Jector''
''This machine is used to give insulin by air pressure," she said.
''However i( is •not used much
because it is too expensive. It costs
about $600. ''
If diabetes is not kept und er control, there can be many se ri ous complications, according to the ADA.
The ADA states that'people with
diabetes are four times more prone to
heart attacks and strokes, five times
more likely to develop gangrene, 17
times more likely to develop kidney
di sease and 25 1imes more prone to
blindness.
There are several warning signs of
diabetes. The symploms given by 1he
ADA are fr equen1 urina1ion, ex·
cess i\'e thir st, extreme hunger ,
dramatic "''eight loss, irritability,
\Veakness , fatigue, nau sea and
\'Om1t1ng . . ·
Ot~er possible symptoms are reocurring or hard-to-heal skin, gum or
bladder infection s, blurred vision,
tingling or nu1nbness in hands or feet
and excessive itchin g.
For \Vhose \\•ho ha\i·c hereditary '
trait s of diabetes, Faliskie recomn1ends avoiding concentrated sweets
like candy bars and cakes, and to
have _a diabetes test taken once a year.
to.1any doctors believe that the on1}' \\'a}' tha! to reduce the number of
peo ple in fec ted with diabetes is
through educ1aion.
Ho"'"·ard
Uni\'Crsit}' Hospital will present a
semin ar titled ''For Your Information ." Thursday, No v. II . a1 4p .m .
Also , on Tuesday, Nov. 20, a
diabetes sunport group will hold a
meet iniin th e hospital . Contact the
Diabetes clinit at the hospital for
more information .

.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

.I
•

In an era of crack addicts, border
- babies, and drug. related homicides,
' ' it is easy for us to forget about the
problems o f marijuana use," said
Patricia Webbink, Ph .D., found~!" of
Stop Drugs in the Workplace.
Stop Drugs in the Workplace is a
counseling service, provided to local
area employers for einployees who
may have drug problem s.•
According to a report from
Behavior Today, a monthly
magazine, the United States has an
estimated l .2 million drug addicts ,
and 23 ,000 of them are marijuana
users.
' 'Our society is having a drug problem. One out of five young people
~ere in Washington uses marijuana
and isn't aware of its dangers," said
Woolard Goode, a counselor at the
Washing~on Area Council on
Alcoho lism and Drug Abu Se'
(WACADA) .
Goode is al so a spokesman for
Howard'!. Alcohol Awareness Week.
''Marijuana contains a toxic
chemical,
delia-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), which makes it
addictive. The drug also lays on the
use of variou s other drugs ," Goode
:.aid .
''Most u ~~ rs do not appear to suffer bad effec~ s defined as damaging
to health,'' said Richard Negrone,
M.D., a psychiatrist at Charter
Hospital in Atlanta.
•

''The \1kelihood of damage increa,ses as larger amounts are consumed over longer periods," said
Negrone, who is also a consultant for
the President' s Task For~·on Narcotics and Drug Use.
' ' High doses may result in impaired memory, a dulling of attention
despite an illusion of heightened insight , a loss o f personal identity and
toxi c psychosis," Negrone said .
Many users boast that they are not
addicted and claim they can stop
whenever they wish.

''Our · society is
having· a drug pro·
blem. One out offive
young people here in
Washington
use
marijuana and isn't
aware of its dangers. "
- Woolard Goode
'' I know people who have smoked

marijuana several times and never did
it again,'' said Alecia Harris, a senior
biology major .
Some students favor the legalization of marijuana. They see it as a
solution to the dilemmas faced in
dealing with the il licit drug trade.

PMS more than just

;;i
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.Marijuana:
A forgotten drug in
.
By Lis• Shell
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Low

impact aerobics is designed for the overweight and the elderly.

Cost-free aerobics class
present fun and fitness
anyone, whether they are young,
old, in shape or out of shape and
that's because of its two approaches," said Larry Mease,
High impact aerobics involves being
aerobic instruc1or for 1hose 50 and
•
older.
Keeping one foot stationed on
Th ~ first apl?ro~ch, high-impact
the ~round, lo\11-impact involves
aerobics, that 1s taught a·t Howard
cont1nou s nlovement like stret maximizes t he heart rate. There
ching and fast walking, but, unlike
are three to seven minutes of conhigh- impact, it is not as intense.
tinuous high volume exercises with
Most people tend to prefer high30- to 60- second breaks in bet impact aerobics, according to
ween.
· Mease, because ii appears to give
''This is a fa ster way of condi them a bett er \VOrk o ut .
tioning, and i1 proves true that the
'' High· impact aerobi cs is a
harder you work the better in
hands do wn \Vinn cr for po puJ ari·
•
shape you are," Mease said .
ty; definitely intense and a fa st
Low-impact. aerobics is the se·
\Vay to lose weight ," said Jill Getcond approach. It maximizes the
1leson , manager for Silver Spring
heart rate without overexerting the
Spa Lady .
body. According to Mease, this
Ho \vever , high -impact aerobics
approach is usually used by begin·
Can pose some disad vantages,
ners and overweight individuals.
Mease said . He said 1hat high -

B)' Andrea Moss
Hilltop Staff Reporte r

From the weight bench , to the
tennis cour\, to Jane ~onda's
'' How To''I books and video
tapes, to Didk Gregory's iet advice, staying in shape can !involve
a lot of time, energy and \noney.
H owever, some chOose a
method of fitness that is c0St·free.
High- or low-impact aerd,bics are
exercises designed to str~ ngthen
the cardiovascular sys~em by
reaching an individual's target
heart rate while burning calories at
the same time .
No matter the size or condition
of the body, aerobics can
guarantee h.ealthy and sa1isfying
results. - ' ' The exceptional featu~e about
aerobics is that it works for

photo by Paul Woodruff

prepared for an intenH workout.
•
impact aerobics, if practiced on a
long term ba.Siso can be bad for the
joints.
· ·. ·
Karen Slyt he, so phomore
business managment major, says
that when she took the highimpact aerobics coiirse at Howar<J
she missed a lot of classes because
she felt discomfort.
'' I felt like I was under a lot of
stress. Instead of feeling good at
the end of class, my knees and
ankles hurt."
Both high- and low-impact
aero bi cs are designed for specific
audiences and according to Mease,
it is up to the individual to decide
whi ch program best suits them .

~~~~~~==================:=':============='.·'
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At·tentl

''Marijuana is a ricreatianal drug,
used in a private and individual manner," said Kenneth Johnson, a
freshman engineering major.
''ff the government legalizes it,
criminal activities t<JSmu~gle drugs
would stop. Smoki!ng a joi~t doesn't
hurt anyone, so why shot.lid it be a
crime?''.
In a recent i n vestigati~n of the
fatal commuter-train crash in Mount
Vernon, N.Y., all fivep the train
control personnel involvFd tested
positive for marijuana, ac¢ording to
fede ral railroad officials. t
According to John Rile ~! a federal
railroad administrator, dr ~g-pos itive
results have been found ,n one of
every five railroad acci den ~s tested in
the last two years.
''Sixty-five percent of o r fatalities
occ ured in accidents
here an
employee tested positive for marijuana," Ri ley said.
.H oweve,r, to be .in transi is not the
only way casualties occu r
the drug
scene.
A Justice Department st dy recent;
ly .,discovered that 39
rcent of
criminal defendants in ci ies tested
positive for marijuana use.
Because of the money fjactor, the
war to cut off drug supplies has failed on all levels.
~
''Farmers grow marijuana, which
pays several times more~han the
wage they may earn wit conventional crops," said
alcolm
Lawrence, former special assistant to
see Marijuana, page 15
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Meeting on Monday, Nov. 6 at 5 p.m.
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psychological proi, em

Monthly crankiness and cramps may cause serious difficu ties
I

By Brooke Barrick
Hillto p Staff Reporter

For years, the medical profession
has disregarded pre-menstrual syndrome (PMS) as ''all in the mind."
However, to the women who suffer
from it and to the men who deal with
the women who suffer from it, PMS
is a very real problem.
Judy Essoglou, a registered nurse
at the Columbia Hospital for women
says that more and more doctors
recognize the fact that PMS is a real
problem with real biological causes.
The severity of PMS ranges from
minor symptoms such as crankiness,
tiredness and tempe_rance to major
symptoQts such as back pains,
cramps and nausea .
According to Essoglou, an imbalance of the hormones estrogen
and progesterone is the primary cause
of PMS. The hormonal irregularities
can be suppressed by increasing
various nutrients in the diet .
Doctors say that what one eats may
sometimes determine how one feel s

.

Mark Hall, junior, and Michael
around ''that time of the month.''
Some foods that are good for sup- Chapman, a senior, agree ~ hat PMS
pressing the symptoms or PMS are can be a real problem. Hall says that
1
raisins, spinach, and liver . Caffeine when a woman is short~tempered
should be avoided as Essoglou says with him, he takes it per nally.
''I guess 1 wouldn't if I itd a betit increases stress levels.
''Generally, a highly nutritious diet ter understanding of the roblem, ''
will help considerably around your he said.
Chapman believes that PMS has
period," Essoglou said.
As a woman's body stuffs off biological causes. When d ·ng with
tissue, it is also depleting its supply women who suffer from It he says,
of nutrients . ''Several doctors en- ''I can deal with it. I a1just. I'm
courage that women increase their in- adaptable.''
"Say Goodbye to PMS • by BartaKe of calcium, magnesium and
bara Annese, R.N. and Hat Danzer,
vitamin B-6, " she said .
- Doctors also recommend that most M.D. is a book written to 8'jdress the
women take iron supplements during treatment of PMS that loqks at diet
- their period. As the body loses blood, as a factor for the symptonls of PMS.
The book also suggests 4rganizing
it becomes fatigued, thus cramp's and
PMS support groups an4 lists actiredness are more likely to occur.
Rosslyn Terry, sophomore elemen- tivities to avoid depresslon when
tary education major, says that a ''that ,time of the month' comes.
Most doctors agree th t women
week prior to her period she gets very
who suffer from PMS may benefit
agitated and emotional.
from treating themselves io a more
''l get weepy . I'll be wondering healthy diet or using over-th~ounter
why I am crying over this TV com- , drugs like Advil or NuPr . If pain
me~cial! and .then I'll think, 'My persists or worsens, a physician
- period 1s coming,' •• she said .
should be contacted.

.,

..

Howard University Hospital and its
staff invite all new and returning students to
take advantage of our full-service, state-ofthe-art medical facilities ...
Doctors' hours are 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, 3ffi d~s a year.
If you should need us. for any reason,
we are always in the office.

•
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[ HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
(202) 865·6 I00
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Bison thrash
Tigers 3')-10

Bison defense gear up
for No. 1 offense

(

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Howard's reputation as a stellar
defensive team will be tested this
weekend as they travel to Baltimore
to face Morgan State University and

its explosive passing attack.
''We will see an awful lot of
[passes] this Saturday," Howard
which is scheduled to start at I :30
p.m. in Hughes Stadium.
Morgan State (3-5-1, 2-3 in the
MEAC) is the first of three cons~u,tivc

conference opponents the
llison (l-3, 1-2 in the MEAC) will
race before closin~--~ut its season.
The Bison have Oe'lei.ted the Bears
the last five meetings, including a
3S-13 win last year.
·
Next week Howard will play
Florida A&M here · in Greene
Stadium. The Bison will then travel
to Delaware State for the final game
of the season.
Delaware State, undefeated in conr·crencc play with a 4--0 record, has the
opportunity to clinch the MEAC con-

'I

first game
but Jolse .s et
By. Christopher Taylor
Hilltop Scaff Reporter
I

Winning the first game in a three
game volleyball match usually proves
to be an advantagous, however the
analogy did not hold up Monday as
the Howard University volleyball
team won the first game but lost the
next three and the match to American
University, 15-8, 2-15, 5-15, 10-15 .
The loss was a d1sappo1nt1ng
prelude to today's Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference (MEAC) Tournament in Baltimore.

Against a weak Morehouse Tiger squad , the
Bison got just what they needed-a win. This week
the special teams worked effiecen t ly a nd
Morehouse, like always, was dominated by
Howard.
While celebrities and the largest H o.mecom ing
crowd to date, 30,204, cheered o n , t~ gridders
of Howard University rolled to a -lopsided 37-1 0
victory .
''Our special teams have bonced back from the
A&T game and execut'e d well ,'' said Bison coach
Steve Wilson.

'

I

The offense proved that perserverance and suc1 cess go hand in hand. Troy Kyles, a H oward wide
· r~eiver, caught four passes for 90 yards and score<l
two touch-downs.
'' I think George H umes handled the blitz extremely well once we .picked it up,'' Wilson said.
Offensively the Bison totaled 385 yards, 143 mort
than Howard's season average . Humes completed,
eight out of 21 passes. for 130 yards, including the
game's first touchdown to running back J ames
Carpenter from five yards out.
photo b)' Keith Dofman
see Football , page IS
his eyes, J.J. Carpenter dives post o Morehouse defe nder.

-
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With intensity

The score reOected the now of the
game. Howard won the first game
with an emotional lift after falling
behind 8-6. Howard's Spikers went
on to capture nine consecutive points
in taking the ~irst set 15-8.
Unfortunately the first game win
was the high point of the eve;ning for
the Spikers. A downhill slide started,
and Howard lost the next three
games. The problems in the second
set occurred when Howard started
slowly and found themselves trailing
13 ~0. The ~pikers couldn't respond
quick enough and lost the game 15-2.
Junior setter Arlinda Pierce said,_
''Sometimes when we start to play
well, we get 'lax.' We have to pull
toge1her-Y.'C cannot get behind good
teams.''
The third game was not much better. Howard again fell behind early,
trailing 11 -1, before American eventually won the game 15-5 .
The fourth and final game of the
match was the best. Both teams
played competitively, from early on
to the midpoint of the s~t. After the
score was tied at seven, American
took a 10-8 lead. A key rally, prosee Vol leyball, page IS

Spikers win
l

Hilltop- Staff Rcpor1cr

Assuming that Delaware State
defeats North Carolina 'A&T, the
Bison could clinch a second-place
finish in the conference by winning
its final three games.
This would be a major accomplishment for a team that was a preseason
pick to finish las! in the conference:
However, all scenarios are moot
unless Howard defeats a Morgan
State team that is leading the conference in passing offense with the
con.ference's leading quarterback,
senior Daryl Jackson.
''They employ a run and shoot of...
fense," Wilson said. ''No one guy
scares you-[Morgan State's) the
see Pre\'iew, page IS

coach Steve Wilson said of the game

!

By Marla E \'lhs

ference title this weekend at its
homecoming against North Carolina
A&T.
If Delaware State should be upset
by the Aggies and the Aggies lose
another conference game, the
Howard and Delaware State game
would determine the MEAC
charrlpion,
•

By Bruce Speight

Maynard Clarke
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Why Travel To Georgetown W hen· We'r e S Near ?

The Booters playoffs hopes are still
aliv.e after defeating West Virginia
Weslyan, 1-0 and Georgetown, 3-1,
to increase their record to 10-3-2.
The West Virginia Weslyan game
st arted off at a slow pace, however
it picked up towards the end of the
first half. When the paced accelerated
the ~ooters used their speed to score
the first and only goal of the game .
The goal came at the 32 minute
mark after mid-fiClder Sheldon Jones
bypassed the bal l coming from
Howard's forward Muyiwa Omotajo, allowing teammate and leading
scorer Peter Isaacs to score his eighth

TRIPLE
FAT
AT HOWARD
•
'

THE FUTURE OF ACTIVE WEAR
'

Nqw earring the best selection of
·
Howard University
shirts, pants, sweats and Hats

'J

'

'

,,

-
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Booters take two more
steps to NCAA playoffs
8)' Trini House
H ill1op Staff , Repor1er

•

''

Keit h Leadbet1er

Chris Thomas jittempts to steal the bol l from a Georgetown opponent. The Booten won the game 3-1 .

•

•

b)'

'

goal of the season.
'' l saw the pass coming to Sheldon.
I yelled to him to skip over it,•• Isaacs
said. ''Then I collected it and hit, it
toWards the far post.''
·
Oefenseman Chris Thomas led the
defensive surge in the second half
with goalie Shaka Hislop, who increased his save total to 40.
In the second game against
Georgetown, the Boaters played
witho~t two key players; Sheldon
Jones, who is out with the chicken
pox, and defenseman Irving
Williams, who went down in the
West Virginia Weslyan game with a
knee injury. '
_ The missing players did 'llOt effect
see Soccer, page 15

I thought I'd never be sa ying.
this, but congratulations to the
Howard University administration fo r fi nally hiring an assistant at hl etic di r ecto r of
marketi ng and pi"om otions.
ft has bCeilSusPecteo tnat ofil
administration is scared of the
athletic d epartment becoming
bigger than those in the Abuilding; Howard has always
seemed to shoot itself in the
foot when it comes ·to sports .
'
In one of many examples,
why in the nation's hotbed of
basketball can't Howard field a
dominant basketball team ?
Now I realize that the coach
graduated from ''Aggie-land,''
and why team fi na ncial contributions (which can sur face in
the form of coaching decisions)
have certainly benefi t ed Aggie
coffers mo re than H oward ,
who's alum ni have yet to contribute like the Aggie . alums
have .
Don't fault the coach- he
didn't hire himself. Then again
he probably gets suppon fro m
the A-building like the baseball
team, who is still p laying on
Banneker field which , as one
player stated , ''Ain 't a playing
field-its a playing hazard!''
Of course when Dr. Constance Rota n , the person who
oversees the physical plarit, was
questioned about t he condition
of the field , she stated that she
was not aware of the situation.
This reply leads me to believe
that our administrati• n doesn 't
bother to read the H illtop
because I remember a front
page story on the condition of
the fie ld last year.'
Perhaps we should :rush Dr .
Rota n a braille copy.
Situations make me wo nder
is
o ur
a dm in strat ion ;
A.)BLIND, B.)DUMB , C.)INDIFFERENT, (or my personal
favorite) D.)ALL O F THE
1
ABOVE?
Don 't get me wro ng-I love
t his school of ours. That 's why
it pains me so to see a program
that could be a flagship to the
histo rically black colleges and
their athletic programs, as well
as our exploited brothers at
white instutions, treated like a
garbadge scow.
Yet hope is looming in the
horizon, if the powers that be
can take a hiring suggestion.
His name is Nelson Townsend
and his ability to revitalize
athletic programs is legendary
throughout the MEAC, where
he has turned around three
programs.
First , he saved his almamat er , the U n iv ersity of
Mar yland , E a stern S hore,
followed
by
perennial
powerhouse Delaware State
and most recently our arch-rival
Florida A&M, where he arrived in March of 1986 and left 19
months later after having eras•ed the athletic department' s
fiscal deficit and increased their
revenue to over $2 million.
Who knows; With proper
guidance, Howard could be at ,..
the forefront of the renaissance
which brings the black. community atheletcs back. into its
fold, helping them to realize
that at white institutions blacks
are nothina more than slaves
carrying footballs and basketballs instead of cotton balls,
making money for white men.
With this in mind I, pass the
ball to our administration and
I can only hope they don't drop
it .
1
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CHECK US OUT AND GET A

20 % DISCOUNT
WITH STUDENT l.D.

636 Florida Ave. NW D.C. 483-3287
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Isaacs gives soccer team quglity P~Y
BJ 1•-•e• b

~

'
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Wrlaht

.\

Howard University's soccer
team had aotten off to a bad start
this se1110n, but they have picked
up the pieces and are now attemptina to make the NCAA playoffs

•aain.

One player's name always seems

to prevail when one mentions the

soccer team: Peter Isaacs. The
6-.foo( 185-pound forward is a
dynamic player and a feared
opponent--.
.
''I played as a youngster 1n
Jamaica from · grade school
throuallhlsh school," Isaacs said.
1
'l 1ot a few scholarship offers but
I chose Howard because I thought
that I would feel more comforJable here.''

A native of Kinlltson, lurdca,
Isaacs has been the backbone of
the team. In the past four pmes
he has raised his score to a total
of 10 goals, three assists and 23

points.
In their game against Brooklyn
College, the team won by a scole
.of 3-0, two goals scored by Isaacs.
Isaacs performance in the UDC
game gave Howard the"win after
Isaacs assisted in scoring the winning and onl·y goal of the game.
According to Isaacs, it was a matter of team work.
''We didn't really play that

well," Isaacs said. "They (UDC)
were weak and we pulled together
in the last half to win.''
With his keen eye and
quickness, Isaacs was also able to
score a goal in both games against

West Virgirtla Wesiyap and
Georgetown, helping to i~crease
the Booters record to JG- -2.
· Isaacs has ~ived such onors

as All-Soc:cer America MV IV88,
All-South Atlantic 198 , AllTournament team in the

ivision

I soccer championship 19 8, and
·College Player of the Week according to Soccer America, S pt. 21,
1989.
Head coach Keith Tue r feels
that Isaacs will be very suressful

as a soccer player.
''He is improving. He as the
possibility of'a great caree ahead
of him, '' said Tucker. ''I
very
pleased because he has one as
much as he could possibl do for
the team . We'll meet bett teams
and he'll get a chance to o a lot
1.more.' '

Soccer

he scored H oward's second goal, goal of the seaso n .
which turned out to be the game winBison head co.ach Kei
ning shot.
said that his 1eam is unst
continued frorn pa~e 14
Early in the second half ... ''No one has do minat
us. No
thC intensity of the Boaters' play as Georgetown 's Hoya'.s st ruck back, one has been a constant thr at on our
they defeated Georgetov.·n 3-1.
scoring their first and only goal of the goal," said Tucker. We 'r a better
1
The 1 Howard' s offensive attack day.
.
defensive team and we h ve an exstarted at the 39 minute n}ark when
In the first ha lf, goalie Shaka plosive offense."
forward Muyiwa Omotajo -charged Hislop was taken out of the game onThe Bisons' next IWO co 1es1s will
the goal to put the Bison in trhe lead ly before returning in a different role. come in the Metropolitan L fe Classic
t-0.
H islop showed his versatility as he in Columbi(\, S.C., where t e Rooters .
Freshman Core)' Mims kept the __Jeturned as a forward to assist Peter \viii take on Akron Univ rsity and
surge going three minut~ later \Vhen Isaacs' first goal of 1he day, his lenlh U.C. L .A.
;

•

Preview

'I

Sophomore halfback Sean Nelson
has 27 receptions1for 242 yards and
3 touchdow'rls.
(

co nlinued from page 14

complete package. Our secondary
wi ll receive a stiff test."
Jackson, 6-foot-2, 200 pounds, has
cohlpleted 146 of 316 passes for I, 747
yards wi1h 16 touchdowns and 16 interceptions . He is a pure drop-back
passer who is very .adept at reading
defenses.
His receivjng corp contains pass
catchers that rank_tfirs1, fif1h, and
sixth in 1he confe"Fence. The Bears'
top threat is preseason All-American
wide receiver Glenny Moore.
Moore, only a ·soppomore, leads
1 the conference in receiving \Vith 37
receptions for 581 yards and 8
1ouchdowns.
Senior halfback Marco Kornegay
has 31 catches for 397 yards and 3
touchdowns,
in addition to his 136
1
yards gained on 44 car r ies.
'

continued
-- from paa,e 14

Charged 'vith 1he responsibiltiy of
stopping 1hi ~ aerial assault is a Bison
secori.dary that is rated. second in
Divison I-AA in pass defense, surrendering just I 10.4 yards through
the air.
With seniors Sean Van Hbrse (2 intercept ions), James Moses, Willie
''Spanky'' Johnson (4 interceptions)
along v.'ith sophomore Walter Price
(I interception), 1he secondary is the
main cog of the defense.

I
Howard' s pass defense coverage
has allowed the linebackers to gamble and put pressure on opposing
quarterbacks.
All -American candidate Van
Horse manning one co rnerback spot
has forced teams focu s their attention
on the younger Price; the sophom·o re
has more than held his own.

Despite all of their
\veapons, Morgan State
midst of a five game las
after starting the season
with a 3-0-1 record.

offensive
is in the
ng streak
ff strong

A large part oft he down all can be
a~tributed

to a defense that ranks last
in the conference in all four
categories.
This could be advantag
Howard offense that st
proves with every game.
quarterback George Hum
ning to show the pocket pr
\\' il so n \van1s in his
quarterback.

ous for a
dily imreshman
is beginence 1ha1
star11ng

M o ehouse's

Hum es burned
defense on several occa
\veekend, completing 8-21
130 yards, and rushing 10
.74 yards.
Donald Carr also perfo
replacing Humes in 1he s
and completing 2 of 7 pa
yards and rushing 8 tim
yards.

ions last
·asses for
times for
med well
ond half
es for 67
s for 67

Quarterbacks Humes and Donald
Carr, though swapping starting and
off-the-bench roles, each executed
well offensively.
'' Donald Carr came in during the
second half and did an outstanding
job . . . both running and throwing
the football," Wilson said.
The two quarterbacks are working
together to benefit the entire team .

"George stayed calm and did some
outstanding scrambles, ''Wilson said .
'' He' s better now than he was last
week, while Donald Carr cam~ in !Jff
the bench and did an outstanding JOb
leading the team ," hC said.
Humes threw a suCCessful 33-yard
touchdown Rass to Kyles in the third
quarter with 'bnly 4 :28 on the ~lock
amassing a 20-3 lead for the Bison.
Carr threw a complete 46-yard pass
to Kyles increasing Howard's score to
37-10 with ·2:49 remaining .
Howard' s record improved to 5-3.
The Bison game performance also
in1proved co mpa red to the six
previous games, in which the Bison
averaged only 9.8 points.

Volleyball
.
.
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In the first half, the Bison did not
have a superb performance. The
Bison barely acheived a 10-3 lead .
Oary Mossop, Bison punter who
wCnt on to kick three succesful field
goals, completed his first field goal
attempt, a 27-yarder, giving Howard

a 10·0 lead with 11 :35 left i(' the first

half.
'' It was no big surprise.1lt always
takes longer for the offense to
develop than the defense,'' said ...'..nthony Goliday, Bison offensive

guard.
The score proved to be a let do"wn
for the Tigers, which was indicative
of their first half offe n sive
p'erformance-Morehouse managed
j ust o ne net rushi ng yard .
Ca rlton Moore , linebacker
pressured H oward with a blitz, ineluding an estimated 10 tackles and
a quarterback sack.
Morehouse quarterback Jimmie
Davis completed 19 of 40 passes for
l 79"yards, not to mention a 10-yard
touchdown to William Lee in the
fourth quarter. Lee who is only a
freshman, caught six passes for 55
yards.
Morehouse were hurt by the pass
rush, giving the Bison defense a good
strategy c:if play.

who played well comin& from his outside lineback position, Charles Gibbs
who averaged very high in the football game, and James Moore who
played a good football game inside,''
Wilson said.
''We're going to be tested in tht

next three MEAC games because
Morehouse wasn ' t a defensive
team,'' said Nigel Greene, Bison offensive tackle.
Other players felt differently aboutthe executions of Howard's offense.

"Morehouse had a pretty good .
defense. Our offel)sc is starting to gel

and our mental capacity is coming
together, but we want to jump on
them right away and score the first
touchdown on the first drive,'' said
Bison wide receiver C harle s
Lamback .
Bison linebacker David Stewan
made 10 tackles, two for losses, and
linebacker Charles Gibbs recorded
Esht tack l~s.
_
The BisQn will try,to recapture last
~--week's glory Saturday as they go to
Baltimore, MD ., to take on the
Morgan State Tigers at Hughs
Stadium.
''Sean Vanhorse (Bison Cornerback) did an exceptional job playing
pass defen ~e Saturday. Tha!'s go!ng
to be very important as we re going
''I think we had some outstanding
into a passing game this week against
plays defensively by David Stewart,
Morgan 1 ' ' Wilson said.

American coach Barry Goldburger
said, '' Howard ha~ a talented team
with a great setter in Arlinda Pierce.

'' I expect to be in the championship game. One of the things we
(H oward) need is to work on our ·
coverage against the shoot,'' Spenser
said.

They (Howard) did not seem to..have
team unity tonight .''
bably the best of the match, was won
''Shoot'' is a volleybalf term that
The loss drops Howard' s record to
by American. Howard lost not only 19-9. ''This loss will not effect-us go- refers to the way a team wilJ place
it's momentum, but the game and set ing into the MEAC, •• said certain players, particularly the set• ter and hitter, in order to hit the ball
after losi ng the final game, 15_-10. sophomore Kialyn Walker .
,
.
.
over the net. The way the ball is hit
makes it hard for the ball to be.
Howard , JS the number one seed in returned by the defense .
Howard coach Linda Spence said,
''Our downfall tonight was our today's MEAC Tournament at Cop''We need a strong mental attitude
coverage on defense when American pin State . The Spikers' main competiand tiger instincts for the tournation is expected to come ·against
was on the attack."
ment," P ierce said .
Sout h Carolina State.

conlinued from page t4

$3000 a day as a dealer.

''No clear conclusion is·possible in
the effectiveness of criminal laws in
reducing health risk to marijuana
users, because current marijuana
statutes illustrate the failure of laws
to prevent Jarge segments of the
population from ;using the drug, "
Negrone said .
'
' ' It is not that most of the marijuana users wil l never return to the
straight world but that when theY. do
return they will be too late to make
a difference in their own lives and
society,'' said Mark Bosto n , a
Howard graduate and W ACADA
counselor.

'' As long as drugs remain big
business, drug abuse will continue to
rise," Lawrence said.
"

''Tab much will be abso rbed, too
much forgotten," Boston said .

Marijuana
co nlinued from page 13
the U.S. Secretary of State for International Drug Control.
''Dealers ini1iate young people into the lucrative drug scene earning
$100 a day serving as lookouts to
warn of police, $:100 a day as a runner transpo rtirig drugs, and up to
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Wilder
continued frpm page t

•

.

. Lou1s1ana

during tr.e early 1870s,''Morris said

era. Although Virginia has since

displayed his leadership abilities, having served in the Virginia State Senate
for 16 years.

Dinkins
continued from page 1
: be central to my administration ''
' ' I will do it by hiring mo~e
P.oli c ~ . .
I will do it by
f.1ght1ng for drug educa t 1 ~n . .. . I will do it by demanding a new anti-wilding law . Most
o f all as mayor, I will use the
moral authority of that office to
speak to all. the people of this city
about the values that should unite
us...
•
ilie mayoral candidate has a
vast arra_y _of experi~nce ranging
I from m1l1tary service (Marine
Corps. 1945·1946) to law (L .L.B,
1956 from Broo klyn Law School)
to politics.
His first elected position was as
an Assemblyman from 1965-67.
H e tlien ros e thr o ugh th e
bur ~~uc r atic ranks to secure the
pos1t1on o f Manhattan borough
• president, which he currently
holds.
Dinkins, although criticized for
bein g soft -s poken , ha s an
out spo ken viewpoint about the
what. the mayo r of New York City should be like .
'' This citY should not elect a
mayor who favored the Supreme
Court nomination o f Robert
B9 rk . And this city will not elect
a mayor who opposes Roe v.
Wade and the basic right o f
women to reproductive choice and
reproductive freedom ' ' Din-kins
has said .
'
. Dinkins' record o f public sery1ce shows his capability of handling th e m ayo r 's office. As
Manhattan borough president
Dink ins is a member o f the Board
of Estimate which oversees the city's $25 million budget .
I
As a State Assemblyman in
1966, Dinkins helped to create the
~EEK program , which gives low1 n c~ m e
s tudent s
f inan cial
a ss1stan c* and
co un selin g
thro.ughou their college years . As
president o the Board o f Elections

•

r

.

•

".'l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .

from 1972-1973, he promoted
voter registration .
.
In spite of Dinkins• support
from various segments of a racially divided New York .City,
Howard New Yorkers appear to
offer little . if no support of
Dinkins' campaign. In fact, most
students had forgotten about filling out absentee ballot forms .
Chris Washington, a fourthye~r el~tri~al engineering. major,
said his mother sent him his
absentee ballot form and he mail·ed it earlier this week . From
'!7'1ashington's perspective, Dinkins
is most qualified to be mayor of
New York City.
''Dinkins has been the borough
~res ident of Manhattan for a long
time, so he knows the political
process. Anypody that's been able
to get the support pf all the different nationalities in the city of
New York must be able to do the
job."
Another New Yorker, Anselmo
Gordon, a junior public relations
major from Brooklyn, said he will
vote when he goes home for a visit
n~xt ~eek . Gordon is voting for
D1nk1ns because he is opposed to
" Dinkin s' o pponent Rudolph
G uilani .
''l think he (Giuliani) is. connected with the mob . He doesn't1 •
know anything about those sort Of
politics (being mayor) he knows
abo ut crime . Besides David
Dinkins has to know s~mething
about politics, he's the Manhattan
borough president.''
Matthew Middleton a thirdyear po~tical science m~jor who is
not voting because he did not
secure an absentee ballot expressed disapproval at some ' pe:Ople's
reasons for voting for D1nk1ns.
'' David Dinkins throughout his
campaign hasn 't been addressing
any issues concerning black people. Most black people in New
York are only voting for him
because he's black."
The Harlem native continued.
'' If I had an absentee ballot, I
wo uld have 'voted for Dave
~inkin ~ because Rudolph Giuliani
is a racist mobster who is not acJ
tually the better candidate.
•

•

He has also,chaire:d committees on
transportation, rch&bilitation and
social services. Wilder hu also taken

a firm stand in what! has been a ma

4

jor issue in this year's gubernatorial
race-abortion-l'
favor
of
pr<Khoicc.
·
Wilder was el ed Lieutenant
Governor in 1985,1 becoming the
highest-ranking black elected official
in the nation.
j
However, though l:otcd one of.the
three most effective state leaders in
Virginia, Wilder is no stranger to
political attacks or ~ontroversy.
· At the heart of Jl Marshall Coleman's campaign, !Wilder's opponent, are ad campaigns which ponray
Wilder in a negative .n!anncr.

Currently the Virginia Lieutenant

Governor, Wilder has already

abandoned slavery, it has been slow

•

to abandon racist attitudes. Wilder
could be a catalyst to change that
tradition.
As governor, Wilder plans to focus
his attention on k~ing Virginia
drug free, making Virginia's
transportation system a model for all
states, and preserviog the statc''s
natural resources.

Once a thriving plantation state·

· ~ Virginia prospered during the slaverY

'

-
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sta~~ lev,:I, many black
Virguuans enV1S1on Wilder as the next
''Jesse Jackson.'' They would like to
~him tak~ the resPonsibility of bcmg a black wucs lead.er. The JX>Sition
is ~ne Wilder seems uncomfortable
taking.

.d!l .the

He has made conscious efforts to
keep his campaign &f&Y from issues
of race. even in situations where being black could have helped his
camp&lgn.
"The Wilder campaign may be a
re~i~tic example ~f what black
pohucs should have been doing all
along. A black office holder can
never fully represent the issues of the
black voter. We need black issue
leaders, '' Morris said.
•

In a campaign reminiscent of the
19g8 Bush/ Dukakis lb id for tlle U.S .
presidency, Lt. Governor Wilder
(Democrat), and his Republican competitor, J . Marshall Coleman have
exchanged harsh criticisms each
believing that the other is either too
liberal or too conservative.

•

~t~ ~didates have recieved a lot
of cot1c1sm over ~paign behavior.

"M<>?t people we talk with have
gotten tired of the campaign negativity," said Richard Chiles, a Howard
Univeristy sophomore and Wilder
campaign volunteer.
Wilder's campaign strategy seems
to portray his opponent as an uptight
conservative who will be unable to
satisfy mainstream Virginians.
Coleman's stragcdy echoes that of
Wilder's, to prove Wilder to be a
liberal too open to crack down on
serious Issues.
.
Anothcrissueofcontroversyinthc
Virginia governorship is race.
Although neither candidate resorts to
name-calling based on race, and
Wildcr has publically denied race
having anything to do with this campaign, when a black person is involved in politics, race inevitably becomes
an issue.
However Chiles feels with a week
left until election day, race ·seems to
be lw of an issue, based on his doorto-door support of the campaign.
··~ost peoplC;are concerned with
hous1ng [more than race). A lot of
black voters didn't even know that
Wilder was a black guy, '' Chiles
. said. ·
Chiles, an Ohio native, in response
to why he supports Wilder, said
''This man [Wilder) is a Howard
alumnus and we have to support our
own. It is our responsiblitity to
ourselves as Howard students and to
all blacks.''
Americans say they would like to
be able to support a man based on his
character and what he stands for, but
too often race is a factor . Coleman
has resorted to assaults on Wilder's
character to earn points for his own
campaign.
Armed with information from recent televised debates between Coleman and Wilder, and an array of
materials available on .each candidates • stand on important issues,
Virginians should be able to make an
intelligent decision based solely on
qualifications and not. on skin
pigmentation.

and to act on their concerns in hopes
of bringing the different groups of
the university together.
Alexis joined the Howard College
of Medicine in 1964. He earned a
bachelor's degree from New York
University in 1953 and a medical
degree from Howard in 1957.
He and his wife, Bonnie, have
three children.
Jenifer was involved in an education conference in Boston on Thursday and was unavailabe for camment . Terry Zoulas, a spokesperson
for the Board of Regents, said Jenifer
was quite proud of his selection as
one of the finalists.
Jenifer became chancellor of the
Massachusetts Board of Higher
Edu~t~on in 1986. He is the top executive 10 the board that oversees implements policy and regulates ail 29
of Massachusetts community colleges, state colleges and universities .
Zoulas said Jenifer is responsible
for a budget of al:>out $1.2 billion,
some 22,000 em~loyees and more
than 180,000 students.
Over the last year, Jenifer was the
guiding hand in a landmark reform
of student financial aid in
Massachusetts, Zoulas said. Any
· state student with no jnc.oipc; ,will be
~lowed to attend any public college
in th~ state at no charge for any cost,
provided the student can gain admitta!lce to the chosen school, Zoulas
said . .
Jenifer' s background includes
positions as vice chancellor -of the
New Jersey Department of High_er
Ed~cation, as well as professor,
chairman of the university senate and
Pro vo st
at Rutger' s University .
He earned both bachelor's and
master' s degrees in microbiology
from Howard University in 1962 and

1965, rcspccuvc1y, and received a
Ph.D. in plant virolo1Y from the
University of Maryland in the 1970s.
He and his wife, Alfreda, live in
Boston and have three children.
Swygert has been executive vice
president at Temple University.since
1988. "I'm looking foward to visiting
my alma mater and visiting with
members . of the board, faculty and
studcnu, •• ~wygcrt (pronounced Swigurt) said T.hursda).
His duties at Temple arc varied and
include overscCing purchasing, the
physical plant, student activities, the
registrar's office recruitment and
retention.
•
Swygert is. regarded by Temple
faculty as a consummate politician,
articulate, able, and a strong protagonist for student activities, said
Dr. Kenneth R. Cundy, a professor
of microbiology and president of the
Faculty Senate.
The president of the Temple Student Government said Swygert was
influential in the formation of that
group seven years ago. ''Swygert is
very visible with the students,'' said
Tony Thurmond-Krajew.sk:i.
''In ml years in student government we ve had a fruitful relationship . He's very professional,
always .''
Swygert began his career at Temple in 1972 as an assistant professor
of law and became vice president for
the university administration there in
1982. His experience includes serving
·as a special counsel to the U.S. Merit
Systems Protection Board in 1979, as
a special assistant district attorney iii
Philadelphia from 1971 to 1972, as
administrative assistant to Rep.
Charles Rangel, (D-NY), from
1969-1970 and as a law clerk to Chief
Judge William H. Hastie in
Philadelphia from 1968 to 1969.
He earned his bachelor's degree in
history in 1965 and a J .D. degree,
cum laude, in 1968, both from
Howard University.
He and his wife, Sonja, have two
sons.

ditions in their countries better than

proposal will have such an adverse ef-

they, " he said . Hard data will help
university o ffi cials in theirrcontinued
arguments against the pending law
he said .
'

feet, we will be more than apt to
change the proposed law '' Stevens

Stevens said no stat istical data was
o n the adverse effect presented to the
legislators.
''The administration gave the same
a rgument s ~be fo re (a 50 percent
. - sur•
charge was propsed in 1979 but
defeated) but the students opinions
were not expressed," Stevens said.
''Possibly if the students speak up
and give us statistical reasons why the

Some one-half of all Howard
graduate ~tudents are foreign
students! said Berry Bern, director of
International Student Services at
Howard. Three-fourths of all
engineering, political science and
African studies students are from ther countries, he said.
''With the increase intuition some
won't be able to survive [at Ho~ard)
Bern said. to
'

Search

'

continued from pqe JS
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•

•

Increase ·
condnli<!l. from P•&• I
representatives to urge them to talk
to Congress,'' she said.
The students say Howa.rd is
~ready expensive to attend and the
1~crease would make it even more
~tfficult, resulting in fewer international students and destruction of the
cultural balance at lthe university .
Stevens argues that American tax~ayers are 10. part !funding international students costiwhen the tuition
CO$t is kept the same as their
Ame!ican. c~unter~arts.
With this 1ncrcas~ 1 E:step said Con-

gress is. reneging o~ a natiOnal policy
of helping developing countries. ''We
help in everything except education
he said.
'
''Education is the key to economic
development . If we want these countries to be stronger, it would be in our
self-interest to support international
students.
Estep· said international students
can help their cause by providing his
office Or Alexis's office with quantitative data on the economicc impact
the increase will have on international
students.
·
''No one knows the economic con-

sai'd .

•
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY' SENATE TASK FORCE PLANS

•

One-Third of a Nation:
AFRICAN AMERICAN
PERSPECTIVES

ADVANCE CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

•

---One-Third of a Nation: African American Perspectives-November 8-12, 1989--)
Howard University Faculty, Stall and Students

•

How•rd Unlver.ity
Washington, O .C.

••

-

II II

D

MIDDLE

FIRST

NA-TIONAL
CONFERENCE ON
THE STATUS tND
FUTURE OF
AFRICAN.AMERICANS AND
OTHER MINORTIES

I '

I

1. LAST

Nov.mbar&- 12.1989

•

OR.

MS.

MR.

REV.

Circle one.

Ir=~I:;:I:;:I~l::;l=l~I~I~I=*I~1::;1~
1 ~I~I~I~l=:;l=;:~:;::;:::;::~:;::;~::!=;d:~I .
Title/Position
11 1 111111 11 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1111111 111 I
- - 1I I 111 1 1 1 1111 11 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 111111111 1 1
City
I I I 11111 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11
I
State
I I
I~~I
ZrP l l l l l l l l ll

2. Department
3.

4.

I

5 . Business.Telephone _(,_,'.--~)'---------

&. Registration Classification (Chftck one)

Home Telephone _(,___~)'--~~-----~

0 Howard faculty

I

0 Howard staff
0 Howard tludent

REGISTRATION FEES
Advance Registration Deadline:
Postmarked October 15, 1989
~=ration~

ls waived for Howe~ Un~~ty faculty, staff and students with current va li<l l.D. at lhe time of lhe conference.
After the sp
caceh
ol 1~... ~fe:re~ ~ss~ la hm1ted. Advance registratioo before October 15, 1989 will confirm your spaai in the sessions.
15 I
......,.....__., pnonty will be Of\l8fl to other non-Howard participants.

•

II you would Hka a an.Third of a Nation Carrying Case the cost is $15.00

l

.

Dear Howa~d Universit:i;_ Faculty, Students al)d
Staff:
•
A task force of the Howard University Senate is
currently engaged in an exctptional effort .to provide comprehensive policy perspectives on critical
issues of national development and full participation in the nation's private and public sectors
through the next century. An assessment of social,
economic and political issues will be tailored to
policy analysis and program development with a
special focus on Afican American involvment. To
end this, a multid\sciplina!Y group of faculty have
generated a·program of nat1oally representative conferences and a publication series through their Task
Force on "One-Third of a. Nation."
A primary function of the Task Force is the
organization of the nationalconfercncc called "OneThird of a Nation: African American perspectives"
to be held at Howard University on November 8-12,
1989. The conference will include approximately 250
paper presenters distributed over 52 panels and
roudtab~e~. In addition, s~veral l).afionally prominent pol1t1c-al and economic leaders will contribute
to the conference's plenary sessions and receptions.

0

MEAL FUNCTIONS
All meats are glV9r1 10 the Howard
community at actual cost.

Cost
Per PeNon

Function and Date
Receplion , Wednesday 1118
Luncheon, Thursday 1119

$18.00

•

.00
.00
.QO
.00
.00
00

$18.00
$18.00

Luncheon, Saturday 1111 1

•

·-

of T1cloota

$12.00

Luncheon, Friday 11110
Gala Reception and Buffet, Saturday 11111
Brunch, Sunday 11112

126.00
$18.00

SLblolilll I

•

TOTAL I
•

.

•

l

\)Cl

·O!'

•

0 I wish 10 111giller fof Continuing EdUC11tion Units (CEt,Js). Please send applicatk:Jn.

ADVANCE REGlSTRATIOH DEADLINE: October 15, 1Ht.

"'

~um this~ with check, ~ment purchase'order or credit card authorization for the full atnoYnt payable to· H u ()rw.. ~·: J e l\Mi!L.V.
onns receio9d after the dMdt1ne will not be procea9ed but will be held for on-site registration.
·
~'-'
D Malter C.rd

D Vi..

Card

No·------------~---

Caro

7. Signature'-- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' . ' - - -- -

EltPlrel------~"
D•~-------

•
llall roglotratlon fomt to:

[

One-Third o1 a Nation Conference Management

•

ro. eox 23320
Alexandria. Va. 223G4-9330

•

FAX (703) 751·1532

•

..
'

•

s15.00

-

•

,

•

'- .

-

I

.' ' l

Comics
'111/Y NOT ?r?

"TW<T'S •

GRCl>:r. 1 1

THl5 a:lUl.D
Be YOUR i:llG
CAANC~ FORA
COM6EIACK

IN™e1

NBA.

I

•

--- Come out and watch the HU women's

.. so. WHATS

IOU'QS ONl.Y
3Z,YOU'V6
STAYSD IN
G~SAT SAAP!i
ANO '100 STlcc .
GOT oo:JD
MOVSS ...

J"lio\AAL..

•
Soccer Club kick off a new era 1n
Howard sports! This Sunday at 3
p.m., at Greene Stadium.

T~E

PR00i.EM
7

\.

\.,_

Herb & Jamaal

'

By Stsphsn Bsntlsy

-

.,

\

CL.AS5,'Tf.\!S 15
Cf~!CG(2. COBB

'' mE

CORKS(~'

" TME PATT I
LA• BE'.-LLE ''

·' THE' f'D

6'FllMLEY''

JUMP START™

by Robb
Armstrong
•
..

'

.

College Horoscope

110, Nov.

s-

Nov 121

'

WEHIN

Leave mon1pularors to spin 1he1r webs 1n

solitude Though you may be rempted 10
confront someone. you·u 1us1 be wasting
your tune while the Aquonon moon is ''YO!d
of course.·· Emott0ns run high Tvesdoy and

everyone hos o ne!d to shore their feelings
and experiences w ith someone. Venus'
obrupt con1uncnon to Uranus Tuesday
evening sends a ctull through some Jove
relot1on sh1ps Don 't rake ollense too
qu1c klv
W,ednesdoy also is lull of emo!ionol highs
and lows, but with the added interest of
a Mercury con1unc11cn to Pluto : People w ill j
go to any lengths to find out what they need
fO iwll::lW'."ltw11t be 11orCI 10

f

VIRGO (Aug.lJ.Sept.22). Mok.e sure
you complete assignments on Monday.
since love will occupy your Thoughts --and
showong o side you've never seen before
And the mdst unexpected people make sudden romon!1c advances The sun con1unct
Mercury on Fr1doy promises enioyoble exchanges w1!h friends - o good day 10 wrole
research papers too The lull itioon this
weekend m·oy cotopulT you in to o flew social
corcle of people who woll ''broaden your
horizons " Be sure to leave plenty of t1n1e
for· re<reo11on over the next few weeks .

t6tld\li 0 rO!/tine

UIRA. (S.pt.23-0ct.23). You',·e

and do eYef)'Thrng by the book. so lei spon-

caught up this weekend 1n ho·ne,·mo r1ers-shopp1ng 1r1ps. housekeeping chores ana
· roammoTe conflicts Your Ve)1us ruler
strengthens your personal 1nllue nce over
these mat te rs By Fr1doy many problem!
have been wived. and >'OU are the
acknowledged leader In the meonton'e.
much can be ocomphsned '~"eri ;>ve•;ore
p11c~ 1n An e..110 ,ob helps poy e~pen~
On So!uroay even•ng your ooie ..,o · e~ o
change 1n plans tha1 could be e~pers1ve
The full moon affects portenersn'p funds
and romance. oec1s1ons w. ho~e ro be
mode

taneous impulses flow .

The locus turns to wOfk !hursdoy and
fr1doy, w1!h on Aries moon adding lo o
com pet•!1ve a tmosphere. The full-moon
energy builds over the weekend 10 o chmoi1
on Sundoy, when cookours ond pH:nics provode special moments of camaraderie.
Avo•d turning lively discussions into
arguments.

·A.ltlS (lrl4.alch 21 -April 19). Consider
1aon1ng o group Monday thal con provide
el4)enences to prepare you for your career.
You'll hove to show sensit1ll'lly around people who wea r 1he1r emotoons on thei r
~Tuesday . Thos 1s o good time to support and help others. whe n !he moon 1s on
Posces. On Th ursday the moon is 1n your
sign . ond you d1sploy confidence . You
should face ocodem1c challenges with o
pos1t1ve 01111ude. your education will
prove beneloc1al even though you have feelings of uselessness Saturday. The full moon
reverberates in your house of possy;s1ons;
u cercose control over linonces.

. •,
~

--- ..

i I I

t

"

~-Cil(lwnluty 22). You're on
- '~"" ~
day>.
LOO<
oY'the experiences
surrounding
your relo-

....

LIO (J.e, 21-4u•22). The timing is
wrong Monday to discuss problems in your
personal relationships; nothing will get solved. You'll havetorelyonyoursensehumor •
to deal with plumbing disoslers Tuesday
ond Wednesday . Moke sure you allend
classes Tl'lursdoy no molter how you feel .
Frldoy evening will be o night you'll never
forget if you invite friends over for o gett¥11• . Yoo need to leep restless feelif'l9$
irf. . lhts weelc.end. Be potienl with !hose
wteseem to be e<ror-prone; vaur teode rihip quoli1ies ore being assessed.

K11 I I JA "KI I I]"

' sel' Answers,

CALL

I
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265-8946

AT MERCK, YOU'LL DISCOVER
MORE ABOUT LIFE
RIGHT FROM THE BEGINNING

.I

'

,\I ~lt' r ·k. !ht') bl.1th )tand for v.onderful times and personal grov.·1h
\ ou'll al\\'a\S ren1rn1bi:r
\lt.. rl'

prt•t•n1111er1t dt•\·elupt'r of hrallh l·are technolog}' as v.•ell as
caret·r . l'r<1duri11i: a v.ide ra11ge of ansv.·ers to infecrion . pain a11d
cl1 seas \l; l1 a1·~ n1t1rt'. 1\lert·k is a v.·orld leadt'r in the prott't1ion of
ar11n1a ~ a11tl l' ro11~ .

F.or n1ore information 011 ho\\' ~lerl· k ca11 help )·ou
reach )'our n1ost an1bitious career goals. sign up for
a personal i11ter\·ie\\· \\'hen ~terck ,·isits )'Our can1pus.

·rci :111 l:'Xl't'Jltio11al graduate . 1t1is n1eans grov.·1h. Sim pl}' because of
i\lerrk s l·o111i1111i11g sut-rt'SS i11 i1s e11dea,·ors and major plans for the
futurt·

Or . ~'ilU .-an v.·ritt' dirrl·t[~· t(1 : Tht•rt·~a 'l ari 11t•ll1 . ,\la11a!(t' r. t:olle jte
Kelatio11s a11d l'r(Jft'ssio11al En1pl11~· n1r111 .

If yc1u rt• at tilt' lit•atl 11f yciur rl:iss in engineering, life a11d ph)'Sit·al
st:it•11t ·. busi11t•ss~ral arts or la\\', ~·o u ma}' qualif}' for an ex1r.1.ortlir1ar t:art•t•r "ill1 ,\\t•rck.

~ll'rt·k .

We llOI only c!evetop extraordinary products, we c!evelop
Me re~ is an equal opportun1!y employer M/F

excraor<ltnar~

11f a
careers

Beraust· to ~·11 u . 1he t'11d tif St'll(l(Jl sl1 11u!d ri1ark tht• bt•gi11nin1t .
Tt'\\'ardi111t rart·t·r.

~-INTERVIEWS

ON:-

Thursda)'• November 16, 1989

Merck & Co.,
l'O lk1x lOOO
Rahv.·a)' , NJ 07065

~.

PISCIS(Felt.19 M11ch 20). Get plen-

'

day, and the poce of hfe picks up. You'll
be busy meetong new , losc1not1ng people
and ot1end1ng evenrs thol invol..e travel ing .
Your shyness melts oway Wednesday as
you get cought up in Ike e11.chooge of tdeos.
l ively convei-50t!Ons dominate tke weekend.
but ,try to hn,d some tune to work on wr11ten 0$519nments The full moon brings
- changes 1n !he neoghborhood.

•

'
•

I

•

The beginning of life.
The beginning of
your c;ireer.

fy of rest Monday while you hove the
chance. The moon goes into rc?"r sign Tues-

I

!!
J
i
-I

For A Flff B•ochu19

'

I

'

ANYTIME

[

L------------------------------------------~

-·

AQUARIUS (J-.20-F.a..11). You 're
much •n demand as o leoder Tuesday ond
Wednesday- while Mo rs os 1n your house
ol pubhc 1moge--epeciolty TO represent your
side in debates an d compet1t10ns. Shore
your wealth with others who ore not as f()(tunote. Your kindness can hove o great infl uence on people . The locus in on home
life this weel.end. A conflict 1nl'Olvon9 lom1ly
membe rs comes to !he su rfoc' Saturday
This gives you a cha nce lo ease soine of
the tension rhot hos existed 11)e pos1 two

tianstwps as another form of educott0n; you
might even keep o diary lhts year- any
dlMc:e that prOYide5 objectrYrty wiUhelp you
gel through this d1fficult t1me. Friday is o
wonderful time to tolk th1f1QS over with o
mOture ond understanding friend ..The full
moon brings a breath of fresh 01r this
weelcend, os lrtends come up with new and
exc111ng activ1lies to do.

•We have • dal• benk o,I ave1 200·.ooo listings at scho11rships.
tellow1hlps, grants , 1nd loans. 1epresenllng over S10 billio n in private
111.clRI', funding . ·
.. c J':J• J 11J .., ,
• M1ny 1chol1rships are g iven ta sludenls Cased on their 1c1demlc
Interests, c areer plans. lam il~ heritage and place ol residence .
' 'i' fl'lifi~ mciney ava lla-ble for students who havf'~ ne wspaper cir·
rlers , grocery clerks. chee rleaders. nan .smokers ... etc .
•Results GUARANTEED.

·<.:'• • •~'

CAPRICORH (Dec.22.JoR.19). You'd
be wise 10 get studying out of the way early
1n the week . Beg1nn1ng Tuesday. the whirl
of oct•v1t1es puts a big dema ~d on your
time . II you con fi nd time. t h1~ is o great
week 10 work on assi gn ments Tho! •nvolve
wrot•ng ond ar191nal th1nk1ng . !But you're
surrounded by people whose pdwerful personoht1es ore ho rd to resist, and rhey hove
plans for you. There 1s much to be go•ned
from some of these contocis The weekend
offers several opportunot•es for romance.
The fµll moon provides a releose from otd
worries. opening the woy for new
odvenlures.

moke any travel plans until ofler Monday .
You could receive une11.pected funds Tuesdoy - perhaps from your grondporenrs.
You'll find the answer to your troubles
Wednesday when your Mercury ruler con1uncts Pluto. Recent stress may hove been
affecting your health; improve your eot1ng
habiJs and get more rest. Socio! octivilies
will fill your schedu~ T~ursdoy and Fr.day .
Put Your fo11h 1n the latts this weekend ii
you ; want to overcome you r fears or
phobias.

"
'

Answerhere

•

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

•

AN QUIT~.,,...,

SAGITTARIUS (Ho.-.22-Dec.21 ).
Nothing will be able ro gel yoU out of the
house Tuesdoy and Wednesday, ' where you
find all the en1oyment you need There os
' few weeks
much to be learn ed 1n !he next
by watching and listening_ You moy have
lo deol with post mallers rhot you thought
were se11led long ago . Some of these problems ore inherent, and you'll begon to
master lhf= m once you reoh ze thar The
weekend is duty-oriented, but the duties
should be 1nte rest1ng and en1oyab!e The
full moon Sunday g•ves you the 1ncen11ve
10 root out health ond study habi ts tho1 are
holding you bock .

GIMll•I (M9r 21..llllM 21 ). Don' t

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

KNEAT

SCORPI0 (0ct.24-NoY.21). Don't let
the world poss you by whole you're preoccupied with career pursuits. You con toke
the 11me 10 en1oy good froe nds and good
times. In tellectual odven t ure~ Tue!.doy and
Wednesday ore 1nsp1rot1onol: you.'H be able
to pul your 1deos 10 use. Avoid b1ck.er1ng
on Thu rsday; The emphos1S 1S or romance
this weekend. The fu ll moon I signals a
definite change 1n close one-to-one relat1onsh1ps . You r domineering personality could
be making 11 d1ff1<ult for others ro rake o
stand . Try to be receptive to the needs of
others. '

TAURUS (April 20 MllJ' 20). It moy
seem os 11 professors expec! 100 much from
you, but 1ust do your bes!. Gel a5519nmenrs
and studying done Monday ond Tuesdoy
before you become d1s1rocted by social oc11v1t1es later 1n the week. You'll enjoy kea r1ng from fr iends Wednesday that you
hoven' t seen 1n a wh ile . The su n conjuncts
Mercury on Friday, Q1v1ng someone close
to you the chance to expre$S opinions; listen
ond leorn . The moon is 1n your sign !hos
weekend, ond the full moon bnngs relationships TO the forefront . You moy hove to give
someone room to breathe . Kic k bock ond
have fun Sunday.

•

•

Unscramble these lour Jumbles.
one letter to each i;Quare. to form
tou1 ordinary words

•

'

•

.)

•
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THE HILLTOP

Hilltopics
Howard University' s Business fraternity

AHHOUHCEMIHTS

DELTA SIGMA Pl, toTA. RHO CHA.mR

Jewelry Show. Blackburn Center November 2 , 3,
11 a .m. · 6 p .m. 14kt Gold & Sterling S1l.,er
Jewelry, Diamonds. watches, custom designs ,
wotch & 1ewelry repairs plus African leather crofts
& fabri cs {Excell ent Prices) By the G ift of God
722-0018 .

What: Founct.'1 Doy Cel1l:i1allon
WIMN: School of lu1lrte11 Foculty Lounte
WMtt: · 2:JO. 4:00 p.m.
tf )'Oii . . l11l••1led In 1r.tc:ceedl1J9 In bu1ines1
we encourott you to attend.

Hey. You G uys !

CAMPUS PAL INFORMATION SESSK>N
No.,ember. 5
School of Business - Aud
3 p .m - 6 p .m.

Fou.:D'E':;hWEEK
Hov..-ber 6 - 10, 1989
TaN1doy, November 7, 1919

Wednnday, Ho,.ember I , 1919
What:''How 1hould you conduct yourHff ot

•

G

NClplloft''

......
......

Dr. loMnon-hn!Mtt

S..Oker:

W'IMN:

Ca mpus Pol
Genera l Body Meet ing
Nov 5
School of Bus•ness - Aud

School of lu1lne11 Faculty

2pm
Reproduct1 ...e Freedom sl'lould be everyone's cho+ce,
Rol!y w1!h the Howard Delegotton on Nov 12
Now Mobll1zo r1on. African - Amer<con wom en ore
for reproducl1\le cho<ce 100 Jo<n The Howard
delegot1on for rh e No~ 12 Ra ll y. Coll 636· 7007
for mor e 1nformoT•On
An n
Enghsh Mo1or5 an d M•nors-Engh5h Club
w ill be meeting Wed . Nov . 8 1n Media Ctr Rm
140 There will be o short film and studen1 re p.
nominations . Pleose Aitend!
"

The Lodift of
Alpha Kappa AlplHI Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Chapter
lnYlte the et1tire Howord Community
to participate In aur
4t+i ANNUAL 48 HOUI STOP HUNGER

FAST

November 3-5. 1989
FAST Weekend Act1\11t1es.
Friday. No...embe r 3. 1989
6 00 Campus Wide Ra lly
Condleligh! V1g1!
Sotufdoy. November. J 1989
Wo rld Hunge1 Awa reness Wor kshops
1 p m · 6 p m., Blac kburn Center
Sunday. No.,ember 5. 1989
Co ll ro Chapel. Ran ~ 1n Memorial Cnopel
8 rea~ fos1 Re<"ep t1on 1.-30 pm - 3 ·30 p.m
Gallery Lounge
'

When:
2:30 - 4:00 p.m .
All majors ON encoura11~ ta allend.
Also on Thursday, we wlll be 1ponlorin1

Illi nois Club 1s bowhn against the Wisconsin Brew
Crew on Fri. Nov. 3 a t 5:30. Residents of both
a reas should report
Blackburn ot 5 : 15 p .m.

What:
Cor11r1 with Fint Boston
Wherti:
School of lu1ine11 • Faculty
Lounge
When:
5:00 - 7:00 p .m .
All Finance ond Accauntin9 majon are
wlltcortMd ta otttind.
ANNOUNCING:
ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS WORKSHOP ''lmpraving your performonc• In ...mentory function•'' November
18, 1989. 11 o .m . - 1 p .m .
ATTEND
WORD PROCESSING WORKSHOPS
ASA 103
11-4-89 2 p .m.-4 p. m.
11 -12-89 10 o .m .-12 p .m.
11 -1s.39 2 p .m .-4 p .m.
C.A .R.'1 WEEKEND PROGRAM Fridays 10..7
p.m .
Sohirdoy1 & Sundays 10..5 p .m .
THE UNDERGRAD UATE STUDENT ASSEMBLY
ln con1uct1on with
T~e Human Ecology Student Council
Presents
OPERATION SUMSHIMI
A Howard Un1.,ers11y Hospotol Student Vo lunteer
Prog ram

l

Laboratories. a leading manulacturer and 1narket.:r o (
pharmaceutical, biological and n l!~ ritional j)rodu ct ~ • .i N0\.\1 ,.!.CCEP·
TING resumes for temporar)' positions as l\-l a nufa ct t:.r1 1; ~ ·1t:chr icians.

What better ""'ay to earn g 1:-1t pa) and gain valuable e.\µ erience than
working with the manufact 11:-e o f the influenza virus ' "acci 11e. W}·eth·
Ayerst's largest selling bi ological.

'
Here. you'll perform microbiological techniques and procedures
used

in the production of influenza vaccine, enSuring 1ha1 the product and
manufacturing processes conform with the necessary standards.
•

To be considered, you must have a Bachelor·s Degree, pre ferabl)'i in a
scien1ific fi eld . or a non-science degree with col lege level science
courses. Musi be willing to work varying hours and shift s including
some weekend work. Some lifting involved .

\~

WYE1l-1

AYERST

~

llhno1s Club is span ring on alt student ''LUV
CO NNECTION'' sho . If interested 11:1 becoming
a con testant coll 52 9379 or 636-2545.

Wycth ·A~·1.:rst

4f

s

EMTIOH
HINE APPUCAHn
or 01111011111 S.MMM is
, 1989 from 9 o .m.-1 p .m.
s1ty Hospita l. D11'ee!ions are
burn Center. Please do not
r oppl1co tions and lob tests.
ions or time conflicts please
ks.on or A 'Donna Corr at

resumes ready )
I
What:
Car11r1 at E11ultabte
WIMN:
School o4 lu1i1M11 FOC\llty

Gopd News for
December Grads! •

~&

1 A
OPIU.mH
The training s ssion
Saturday, No ember
1n the Howar . Un1ve
O\I01loble 1n 1 JO Bloc
forget to complete yo
If there ore any ques
contact Anto+nette J
636-6918/6919 .

When:

l'llAllMACEUTICAL

I

seeks mature student to
manoge on-<:ompus promotions for top componies

ILLINOIS CLUB is s ns.oring a THANKSGIVING
bus to CHICAGO.
sit deodline is extended to
Fri. No". 3 For mo info coll Jerri 526-9379 .

4:00 5:30
.
Thunday, November 9, 1919 (Ha"e your

--

National Marketing f irm

Applications are avail
For further 1nformot1
at 636·6918/6919.

A CHAPTER DELTA
THETA
IMC. PlllSINT
Ull SIRllS OPIM TO

ALL UDEHn
ENJmLID·•
' 'THE AFRICAN 0
Of GREEK Ll"!'Tl R
ORG~iZA TIOHS"
Presented by: I. R
THlUHD Of A.SCI;~
~H P ODUC I IOMS
I. DA TIS
Nov 13, ltlt
TIME: 6-9 p .m.
ff. DA.Tl:
Mo•. 14, 1989
TIM.E: s.8 p. m .
THE LADIES OF ALPI . A CHAPTER DELTA SIGM A
THETA SORORITY IN . WOULD LIKE TO THANK
OUR MANY G UESTS H'Q WERE ENCHANTED AT
TH E SILHOU ETTES -( CRIMSON AND CRE~ .
ln1eres red 1n o coree 1n Phormocy? Meeting of
P_P.A Pharmacy Bid , Rm 205 . Nov 6 . 5 p. m.
265·5897

'

Immerse your self 1n
FRIMC A.MllAHCE
Howard Un1.,e rs1 ty's 1st olf1c1ol Frenc h Clu b.
Kno wledge of The lo uoge 1s nol req u1red .
\ st meeting-Wed N
a
4-5 p .m., Rm . 336
-light 11f1e1~mentt
-French mu,lc
n contact Dr, Karen S.
OI' VefOl'k:o H.,.man

l

~1i::-~3~6'7se
462~323 .

;
• ety?
Wont more vari

~ine

in to WHIC JAM
AM. Pump !lip the J m!
-

130

The Bera Kap lo Cho N t1onol Scien11fic Honor socoetv wil l ho"e 1ts regulo monthl y meeti ng Monday .
Nov 6 at 5·00 pm.
L4 1 of the Undergraduate
L,brory. All lnduciees Cond1do1es must 011end this
meeting
I

' HUSKI
SKI TRIP TO 8REKENRIDGE COLORADO. MARCH
19-26. 1990 . SPRING BREAK $655. ROUND TRIP
AIRFARE , ACCOMOOATIONS , L\FT TO
BREKENRIOGE, COPPER MT . KEYSTONE,
ARAPAHOE BASIN, ANO A POSSI BLE LIFT TO
VAIL. CONTACT TERRANCE , MORRIS, OR CLIFF
AT 722-1821 OR 832-5249.

''If your nails aren't becoming to you ... yov sh<>Yld
be coming to:
Lburen's Nail Studio
Coll 289-•406 Do~ o .m. to 5 p.m.

BLACK CONGRESSIONAL MON ITOR
Monthly Report-legislative Initiatives by AfriconA m e ~cons in the Congress $ 15 .95 /yeo r;
S2B.95j_yeors. P.O . Box 75035, Washington. D.C.
20013 .
l
CPP OFFICE RE GIST RA f10N·FALL 1989
Reg1strotion !Of the Foll on~mpus recruitment Pf9"
gram and othe r services is Octobef 2-27, 1989,
between 10:30 o.m .-3:00 p .m. Bring ID and current Certificate of Registration to present for
mater ials. Sign-ups for in te rvi ews begin October
5. In terviews start October 16.

To all engineering students:
Society of Women Eng ineers
present
' 'The Datin g Gome··
We ore looking for ottroctive, creative, wetlrounded, intellige nt, mature and fun mole, and
female participants .
You con pick up applications in the School at
E•• gineering. Rm . G-20. Deadline 11 -1 3-89 .

OUDllNE FOR SUllMlfTIHG COWGI 114-

nlVIEW FOltM:
Mowee•••r J, 191t. The
above procedure is mondotory far partici pation in
the program. For furth er in formation, cqll
636-7513. LOCATIOH: Student Resource
Center, 2nd f loor, C.B. Powell a"u1lding. 6th &
Bryonts Sts., N.W.
METRO WASH\NGTONTALIMT COMTIST
FIRST PRIZE :
$2,500 National Exposure
All TYPES OF TALE NT OR O RG AN!ZAITO NS
WELCOME CONT ACT MAURA AT 994-9695.
HOWARD PLAYERS presents ' ' FRIDAY THEATRE''
November 3. ot noon. outside of the College of
Fine Arts (in case of rain, rqom 1029) . ·
Forum :
Preparation for 002/003 Final E~oms
Bring q uestions and freshman English papers to a
d1scu~1on that will help prepare you for departmenta l finals.
November B 4-5 p. m. -.
November 15 4-5 p .m.
November 29 4-5 p. m.
Location :
Undergraduate Library (L 4 1)
The Indiana State Associotkln will meet today, Friday , Nov . 3, in Douglass Holl Rm 125 .
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING PLUS RAISE UP
TO $ 1,700.00 IN ONLY TEN DAYSI!! Student
groups. fraternities . ond soror1t1es needed for
marketing pro1ect on compus. For details plus a
FREE GIFT. group officers coll 1--800-95(}8472, ext.

AF

ICAH & AMI RICAN

ARlllEAM,

Colorado People
Nov. 20 at 8pm
Bronco Game Porty/Club Meeting
Come meet your home folks . Dues to be collected .
Coll 797-1 607 _for more infor mat ion.

-
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FOi. UMT
HOUSING FOR RENT
4 Bedroom, WALK TOC.AMPUS. Dishwasher, w /w
corpet, on site lou)'.l'dry faciliti es. S l.000/mo &
utilities. 387-5555

FOR SALi
1982 Ford Escort. White , 4 Speed Powe r Stee ring/Power Brakes. Good Corn:fition. Coll 387-7 1B5.
$900.00

'

DO YOU W AMT TO WIJTI 11"111 DO
SOMETHING AIOUT m 11171 lly ,._ .W,
~ pap••• aMI we'll ltart froM "1 1 .
Mo11•rt

11-6:JO

T•1•111
U
W11M1•.., lM:JO
T1111nd111 1:JO..S

F......

,, ..

MO A.n'OIMTMIMT NICISSAIY. QUlST10MS1 S.. Dr. K.ety, Locke Hall 234. T.i.
636-7755. ~ •

For immediate consideration, send yaur
resume to: W)Tth -~·en;t Laboralories.
Ptrsonnel Section, RE: TEMP~ff. P.O. Box
Jo.i, Marietta., PA 17547. Equal Opportunit)'
Employer. M/ F/ H / V reSponses encouraged .

SN•• 11, Foa11ty, Staff
tor .... eMI •nwa?fe4 Nx-

Top prl c1 u ,.W

tt.a 1b with ,..... .......
TIM J.....rf AJ ..... S1
722-0701 .

,
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Supp lrt A 51••1nl l•1aprlM

. . ,
Reward Your Volun eer S ptrtt....1

JOIS

I N ASSOCIAT I ON WI

.'
•

'

If you or someone you know is an active campus or comm1\lru'ty volunteer, now is the time
to apply for the "GM Volunteer Spirit Award." Award pplications are available at:

THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTI ITIES, ROOM 117
BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CEN ER (202) 636-7000
DEADLINE DATE: FEBRU RY 19, 1990
.
'

CH•VROL•T·PONTIAC. a
SMOalLa
BUICK• CADILLAC• CIMC 'TRUCK
'

HAPPY lllTHDA YI
i....,

C1ap&lwt.tlan1 an ,...., well de11ned
;row n1ng as Miss Howard. God hos great plans
for you, continue to glorify Him and He w ill con- ·
nue to bless you . Continue to be what your friends
now you are; ovoid what your enemies soy you '
re; go right ahead and be happy. LOVI YOU

.NS

•

,ndy,

•

tx.lks for your suppon during my preparation for
'le Miss Howard Pogeont .
:
•
1lwoys,
•
lolerie

•

35 S.0 .A.l. D. MTEULE.
Thqnk you for supporting me dur ing the Miss,. •
Ho+ard Pageant . B-A-88, you ' 'hooked me up!' ' :
Thanks .
•
Skee-Wee!
••

23r-aa

:

Thank you C / AHS for your support.
Sincerely,
Va le rie L. Cummings
Miss Howord)Jniversity, 1989-90
I
HAPPY B'DAY NEIL LEWIS, MAURICE JAMES,
lo...e always THOMAS PIERRE
BRUTUS IN EFFECT THE THREE B'DAY BROTHERS
NOVEMBER 1, 2, & 3

•

:
•
•
•
•

•
•

PAID VOLUNTEERS
Healthy non-smokers , age 18-60 ore needed for · To Corn bread Brown.
It's been a ton g time since I've seen youl As Janet
N!H Pulmonary Branch bronchoscopy study, coll
Jock~ would .soy, "I really miss you much!''
301-496·2••9 .
You know who (and 11 o•n' t Ms . New Jerseyl) .
STUDENTS NECDED!
Research Position
Great opportunity
S6 .50 per hour
10-20 hours per wee«.
Coll:
Jul ie lopes 727-6330 for 1nterv1ew.

A-Phi-A Step Team
The show wos lrJe. We hove the most pumped steps
you ever need to see . Ice-cold steppin· wilh no g1mm1cks or frills .
Ashonte' II

Need money and soles experience? Come work for
WHBC Howard University student rad io soles
deportmenl1 For further 1nlormotion coll Caryn Goy
797-2067 .

Sands
W11h a li ttle less service
And a ltn le more stepping
We'll gei !hem 1n the spri ng
4-B-89

I

To my sands, The Apostles of Bombooto
A port of my life hos been enriched forever by your
presence and when Brion gets bock, 11 will be bet·
ter than before .
l · 8-89
To the Brothers. Sweethearts and Friends:
Thank You for your support as oil of you clearly
show why certain th ings ore special 1n my li fe ,
The Caretaker
Alpha Step Team
We're on our woy to the top and we hove taken
the campus by storm . The next time, we will con- quer all tok ing no pr1s.oners.
Invariant Pha se II
Sigmo Gommo Rho
We didn't think your skit was funny. Spec families
ore sacred to us ond ii we gei tired so easy, w hy
ore you all always hanging around us?
Sands? Ho!
C1 t Ji la JI II

H::~ 11111 ••r
111--··
41 •• ,

*
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' 'Students, port-time work, Notional Con...enlion,
Arli ngton Vo .• Dec. 7, 8,9, 15-20 hr. blocks. Leave
~me . phorie number, Botany Deportment, Anention: Or. Rier.lt

ZACK THE CLEPTO,
HAW'( 21518-DAY! THANKS FOR BEING A "TRUE
FRIEND"
LOVE YA MAC MANMA,

SAD! jMOOD

·- -----OJI lHUllP.IOl.f, - - · ...

llA-QAlll

A Pll-YlTllAllS DAT

TlllUR
~ ·~

WAltlOIS

•

·-

Mandingo, Rotlow, & EZE
Thanks !or showin g us neos how to " THROW'' .
We w ill continue the winn ing trodilion . Promise!
Prof. Lite-foot
5-A-89

•

Dear Sweethearts '
Thon ks for S(Jpporting us ot the Greek show! l jvst
love it when you shout my name!
Prof . Lite Foot
B.K.A. -Thorough bred
5-A-89

•a

To the awesome, devastating, cold slommi 1:i;f~
team of PM ....
1 Pa 1 JRy, ..._
Q 'ls Congrotulotions on Mointoining A Winn·
ing Trodition .
2-A-89
..3.·A-89.
Hoppy 21 to
Kristi of 1019 West
We Love, Y01J.
Mom and Brothen

,,,.CCII.- -

FlOM 9iGO PJl Ullll11• P,11.
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ts.1111111,_
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1m1 50 LUIS fl&
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Answers
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WHINE TAKEN OJAINT P'ISI tER
Af9tfef1t'°9ck11111._lhle-

0Jnf. f. "ll'HEW" .•

'

•
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The Hilltop needs student typists (40 words or more F..t L9tWStlawa1a Pt1••clla10
per minu te ). Start im mediately at S5.00 on hour . W..W••dit telwMh \i~•eh•The
Coll 636-6868 and leave your name and phone OfR1l1I lM G.111 Sls111h1w o s.old-ouT
succes.o;I
r
num ber to the attention of the editor.

•

•

Rji I •1,

Wl181, I IMl NM TCMlllMJ Fayel Oh, HCIYe a

Ms. Kim Bennett •
I guess that I don '! hove to t~lt you that I admire
your talent. opprec1ote your fr iendship, and wish
you chocolate dreams forever I Thon ks for a ll of your
he(p and support du ring my times of need . You
were obsolu1ely excellent 1n the pageant\
Love always,
Your roomie 1988-89

-

Did you know that stu.dents who have served as vol nteers on campus or in the
community are eljgi9Ie for the Genera l Motors "VO UNTEE R SPIRIT AWARD"?
.
.
General Mot? rs is proud to present an award dedicated to he spirit of student volunteers.
This year, three students from your campus ill be named as
"GM Vol unteer Spirii Award " reci
Each sl1all receive:
•
•
3 shares of GM Corporation Con on Stock
A plaque of recognition
•
A special on'11mpus presentation eremony and reception
•
Campus and hometown media ex sure
•

-

PHI

TELEMARKETERS MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Coiitoct corpora tions and individuals to recruit
110lun1eers !Of special fund raising events. Flexible
daytime hours. Mon9oy-Fridoy 20/30 hours per
week. S6 .00 per ho!tf;1 Coll Mildred Moore.
232-23• 2 . Easter Seal SOCiety. 2800 13th St. N.W.
Wosh!nQ1Qn, D.C. 2()(X)9 .

Cruise Ship Jobs . Hiring Men. Women, Summe r/Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL . Excel)ent pay
plus FREE tro...el. Caribbea n, Hawaii, Bohomos,
South Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOW! Coll refundoble.
1-206-736-0775, Ext . 600 N .

HOWARD UNIV RSITY
'
OFFICE OF STUDENT CTIVITIES

Poul .ILUI

Jim,
Thanks for th1nk1ng of me for the ticket. Friends
li ke you m'oke li fe worth living !
Miss Toke Six

.
NUTRITION SPECIALISTS
Port-time positions ovoiloble. WOfk in a prolessionol
otmosphore of helping our clients reoch their weight
loss goals. Nutritional information, support, problem solving and counseling . Nursing , Dietetic,
Nutrition, and Heohh Education students. This job
1s for you\ Coll Andreo at (202) 4'6-6010 .

•

.,......,..., ,.....

lM. ...... 01,1a,A Job Well Donel You too

LIFEGUARDS
3 :30 - 8 :00 Monday-Thursday
3 :30 - 9 :00 Friday
Must hove current Lifesaving and CPR cert1l<co1e.
Contoct Sue at 767-2560

SALES CONSULT ANTS
Weight Los.s.
Work in a fun, professional environ ment and eo rn
extra spending money while attending school . Com
bine your soles ability and love for people helping
others achieve positive lifestyle changes . ti you ore
outgoinj ond personoble, th is is the position for
you! Ful and port-time hours ovoiloble in our D.C.
ond Silver Spring Centers. Coll Sue at (301)
593-5171 . NUTRl/SYST EM Weight Loss Centers.
Equal Opport un tiy Employer.

GENERAL MOT RS
VOLUNTEER SPIRI AWARD
••••

thonk those who portieipoted in our party for the
children ot Howard University Hosp11ol on October
31st .

Happy birthday Maurice Jomes, Thomas Pierre,
and Corr'lel1us Lewis . Three men who ho...e their
acts togethe<! God bless ond love always! Moy your •
losogno forever ri se, and may yeu r do1qu ir1es
forever blendl

a...qe.

LOCKE 120

TIM"········ .... 3 I . . PW .... Sip •
F1z1a:1lr,, 1uM. Afs;I e Q 111a wou ld like to

~LWAYSl

"The real story be hind the summer breokup of
PUBLIC ENEMY?'.
featuring David Mi lls of the Washington Times. who
first reported of Prof. Griff's ontt-Semilic comments
and Troy White of Columbia Reco rds , Def Jam ' s
parent company.
The hovr-long docu-dromo ' 'FighT the power'· w 11!
a lso be shown .

w ALl.-IH wamHG WORKSHOP

To my F.U. N.K.Y. Steppin Bros. Live l Live! Livel
It's thot Sigma tho(IQ_p!J_ know . 1989 STEP
SHOW CHAMPS, PlllOD. Much love, peoce
and happiness to you oil. Sip 1. ''T1te
of
411,_..lq llTeO.W'.Llstenondobsor the
SOtJnd waves .
Treat

01tull 121

1<1U..Alc1n11• Cl :awlel11l11wta.
bews .,.. IMalt GiiHI C I el.

FOft SALE
78 TOYOTA CORON A
UllQUITY lo lledJ
AUTOMAT!C, $500
Ubiqu.7'. will hoW tr1 0,1R Hou• tar 1.... ' GOOD ENGINE. GOOD TRANSPORTATION
&we1lsl •111l1tlMSzlw•11,Mov. 4ht.the 681-5761

School al hUMn SlsJ t

Students skoudn' t hove to pay fu ll price (SlO) fOJ
haircuts. Call 483-6598 and ask for Michael
Houston or·Dellter Browne. Haircuts ore only $4.
Sup po rt your fellow Howa rd Students .
Address:- 2536 A, 9th St., N~ W .
Sh:_ort Oiston.ce from Howord Plaza

G ... M

o.

'

rs urgently needed to assist
school childre n with
, enrichment oct 1v 1!1~s . One
m1 Tmen!. Coll Com munity
97-0 106

COUNSELING-PSYCHOTHERAPY
Privote. For depression , anxiety, self-esteem'. perSonol growth & development, stress, odd lct1~ns,
relationship issues . Free Consulfot1on .
GEORGETOWN (202) 337-7079.

ATIENTION :
Milwaukee and Mod is.on residents. The Wisconsin
Brew Crew holds its weekly meetings at 5: 15 p.m.
1n Blackbu rn .

Be10 Kap~Cn. Noto nol Sc1en11fte Honors SoC1eIv The A
lu te Deo ; ne !or opphco r.ons an d fees
os No.,ember 3
REACH OUT! Vo41 ni
onner·c •t y eleme nt
homewor k, study s ~ ol
lternoon / week cb
h1ldren s M1n1stry

this school year. Flexible hours with a::imi11g5 JX?le•
tial 10 S2,500 per semester . Must be organized,
hardwori:.ing and money motivated . Coll ..lenny or
Myra al (800) 592-2121.

•

'

